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Abstract
This work is an investigation of different algorithms to implement a lossy 
compression scheme. Special emphasis was focused on the quantization techniques. A 
CODEC (coder/decoder) based on a scheme proposed for standardization by a group 
known as JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) was developed. Finally, a new 
decoding approach was developed, based on modifying the concepts of transition table 
used in compilers to break a binary string into variable length codes.
The JPEG algorithm works in sequential mode by dividing the image into small 
blocks of 8x8 pixels. Each block is compressed separately by processing it through an 
8x8 Discrete Cosine Transform. Quantization. Run length and Huffman coding.
The two dimensional EXT was implemented by a fast 1-D DCT expanded into a 2-D 
DCT. using the row-column method.
Quantization is carried out by dividing the transformed block by the "JPEG scaling 
matrix" and rounding the results to the nearest integer. It was found to work well for a 
large number of images.
Four static Huffman code tables are used to convert the quantized DCT coefficients 
into variable length codes for both monochrome and colour images.
The algorithm is capable of obtaining varying compression ratios by simply changing 
the scaling factor of the "JPEG Quantization Matrix" . The bit rate achieved was in the 
range of I bit/pixel for images indistinguishable from the original. Higher compression 
ratios can be obtained at the cost of lower image quality.
v
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Image compression is one of the major areas in digital image processing. The goal 
of image compression is to reduce the bit rate required to represent an image by removing 
the redundancy.
There are two types of compression techniques: the first one recovers the compressed 
image completely and is called reversible (or error-free) compression, while the other 
recovers the image features without duplicating the original values of image data and is 
called irreversible (or lossy) compression.
During the last two decades, the demand for presenting images in digital form has 
increased due to the significant reduction in the cost of image scanners, photographs, and 
printed texts. As a result, converting images into a digital form has become easy and 
cheap.
In addition to the mentioned advantage, digital presentation allows visual information 
to be manipulated easily. This fact, combined with the development of fast computers 
in recent years, has resulted in the use of digital imaging in different fields such as 
astronomy, remote sensing, and the medical field.
1
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Despite the mentioned advantages, there is a potential problem with digital images. 
A large number of bits are required to represent them. This representation contains a 
significant amount of redundancy. The image compression field aims to take advantage 
of this redundancy in order to reduce the number of bits required to represent an image. 
The result is significant savings in the memory needed for image storage or in the channel 
capacity required for image transmission.
The main objective of this research was to develop a CODEC (coder/decoder) for the 
compression and decompression of monochrome and colour images. This CODEC should 
be able to compress images with varying compression ratios in the range of 8-16:1 or to 
1 bit/pixel. With these compression ratios, the reconstructed image should be 
indistinguishable from the original; however, higher compression ratios can be achieved 
with less quality images. The developed algorithm was based on a scheme presented by 
a standardization group known as JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) [ 1 \.
1.1 Digital Image Generation and Presentation
The photosensitive devices are the main source for generating digital images, such as 
TV camera tubes, flying spot scanners, and microdensitometers [2]. In these devices, a 
reflected light from a real image is received and converted into electrical charge and the 
amount of this electrical charge is proportional to the amount of light reflected from the 
image. The electrical charge is used to produce a time-varying signal (analog signal) 
corresponding to a sequential scan of the image or scene. In order to generate a digital 
image, the analog signal produced is first sampled at discrete locations, where these 
samples are called pixels (or picture elements). Secondly, these continuous-valued
2
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sampled points are quantized to one of the levels in order to generate a digital image. 
Digital images are represented by a two dimensional array. The elements of this array 
are called pixels, and the values of these pixels are one of the quantization levels 
generated from the previous step. The number of quantization levels required to represent 
an image is dependent on the application. For bilevel images, only two levels (I 
bit/pixel) arc required since each pixel is either black or white. For monochrome images 
it is common to use 8 bits/pixel {256 levels), and for colour images. 15 or 24 bits/pixel 
are needed.
IJ2 Why Image Compression?
In order to represent images adequately, the number of pixels has to be increased, 
which results in higher resolution. The increased volume of data required to present an 
image has provoked the need for reducing the size of storage or channel width required 
to store or transmit: an image respectively.
The following examples taken from [3], show the amount of storage and time 
required to store and transmit the following types of images:
1. A low-resolution. TV quality, three coloured video image (512x512 pixels,8 
bits/pixel), requires approximately 6 Mbits.
2. A 24x36-mm(35mm) negative photograph, scanned at 12 pm: 3000x2000 pixels, 
three coloured, 8 bits/pixel, requires approximately 144 Mbits.
3. A transmission of low-resolution (512x512x8 bits/pixel), colour video image over 
telephone lines, using a 9600 baud (bits/s) modem takes around 11 minutes for the 
transmission of just a single image, which is unacceptable for most applications.
3
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13 Overview of Data Compression Techniques
The compression ratio is defined as the ratio of the original image size to the 
compressed image size. The compression techniques can be categorized as either 
reversible or irreversible based on whether or not there have been errors introduced to the 
reconstructed image data.
Reversible compression, which is the subject of Chapter 2. completely recovers the 
compressed image, and is identical to the original image on a pixel-by-pixel basis. This 
technique is ideal: however, the amouitt of compression is slightly low compared to 
irreversible compression. This kind of compression is widely used in medical imaging, 
such as x-ray images, where the minute details play an important role in obtaining paipcr 
diagnosis.
Irreversible compression, which is the subject of Chapter 3. recovers the compressed 
image, but the reconstructed image contains some degradations. However, the 
compression ratios obtained are much higher compared to the ones obtained using 
reversible compression. Due to the limitations of the human visual system sensitivity, 
these degradations may not be visually apparent Therefore, this kind of compression is 
useful in certain applications where minute details are not very important, such as TV 
images, remote sensing, and satellite imagery.
The majority of reversible compression techniques are based on the principles of 
information theory [4], using an information measure called entropy. The principle of 
entropy states that more probable data carry less information and less probable data carry 
more information. Several methods have been developed to reduce the data rate to the
4
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data source entropy. One procedure was discovered by Huffman and is known as 
Huffman Coding 15]. Although Huffman coding is theoretically optimum, a more 
efficient method called Arithmetic Coding [6] can achieve optimum performance. Run- 
icngtii Coding [7j is another reversible method that works efficiently in compressing 
bilevel images due to the high correlation between adjacent pixels.
The irreversible compression techniques mainly include three components: orthogonal 
transformation, quantization, and encoding. Orthogonal transformations, such as 
Karhunen-Loeve Transform (KLT). Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). and Walsh- 
Hadamard Transform (WHT) aim to map a set of correlated pixels into a set of 
uncorrelated coefficients and preserve most of the energy (the sum of the squared pixel 
values) in fewer numbers of coefficients. The KLT (Karhunen-Loeve transform) is the 
optimal transform [8], but it requires a higher number of computations and suffers from 
a lack of fast algorithms. The DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) [9] is the most popular 
transform because of its performance that approximates the KLT in optimality and in the 
high speed of its algorithms. The transform coefficients are floating point numbers. They 
have a wide dynamic range and they occupy a considerable amount of memory. In order 
to reduce this dynamic range, quantization is needed. Quantization is considered the only 
step where losses in image features are incorporated. Following quantization, many small 
amplitude coefficients arc reduced to zero, which results in a presentation that can be 
encoded and further compressed by reversible compression.
5
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1.4 Image Quality Evaluation
No distortion is introduced to images which are compressed using reversible 
compression techniques. Therefore, image quality evaluation applies onlv to those images 
which are compressed with irreversible compression techniques. The distortion measure 
is necessary to evaluate the quality of reconstructed image. The mean-square-error (MSE) 
is the traditional method, but human visual perception of distortion does not resemble the 
MSE [10]. MSE can be used as a first pass measure, but the final determination of the 
quality is currently made by human observation.
Statistical methods are used to analyze the results of the objective test. One of these 
methods is the ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) [11], widely used in medical 
imaging. This method is advantageous because it is independent of the reader's biases 
or detection criteria.
Another method known as Kappa Statistics [12.13] measures the observer agreement 
minus the factor of chance expectation. It is the most popular method.
A third technique uses paired film readings and rank analysis to establish a 
compression ratio threshold above which the quality degradation is detectable. This 
threshold can be a measure of quality in such a way that whenever an image is 
compressed with ratios below the threshold, it still retains all image features.
1.5 Image Compression Standardization Groups
The main purpose of image compression standardization is to produce an international 
CODEC for the compression and decompression of images. As a result, the cost of video 
compression equipment will be reduced and the problem of equipment inter-operability
6
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will be solved. The efforts toward this direction can be summarized in three main 
groupM3|:
1. CCITT (Consultive Committee of International Telephone and Telegraph): this 
group worked on developing a CODEC for bilevel images, such as texts and 
documents. These efforts succeeded in developing such a CODEC, but it can not 
be used for monochrome and colour images. This CODEC is widely used in 
facsimile machines.
2. JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group): this group was formed in 1986 under 
the auspices of ISO (International Standards Organization) and CCITT. This 
group worked on developing an international CODEC for continuous-tone, still 
frame, monochrome and colour images. A detailed description of a JPEG CODEC 
will be the subject of Chapter 4.
3. MPEG (Moving Pictures Experts Group): this group has been working since 1988 
under the auspices of ISO to develop a standard CODEC for storage and retrieval 
of moving images and sound. The MPEG standard aims to be a general purpose 
technique for applications in electronic publishing, education, and games.
1.6 Thesis Organization
This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents the background and
underlying principles of reversible (or error-free) compression techniques. The concepts 
of Entropy. Entropy Coding. Run Length, and Lemple-Ziv Coding are discussed. In 
chapter 3. the principles of several lossy (or irreversible) compression techniques are 
presented. The concepts of Orthogonal Transforms, Block Cosine Truncation.
7
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Quantization, and image compression with Block Truncation are described. Chapter 4 
presents the complete description of the JPEG Baseline Compression Algorithm for 
monochrome and colour images. An example block of the LENA image was used to 
illustrate the concepts of each step in the algorithm. The required time tor coding of 
monochrome and colour images, the compression ratios, and the reconstructed images 
after compression are included. Chapter 5 summarizes the results of this work and 
includes concluding remarks and some suggestions for future work. Three appendices arc 
also included; Appendix A includes the Huffman code tables used in the JPEG 
compression algorithm for monochrome and colour images; Appendix B includes a source 
code in "C" for implementing the JPEG compression algorithm for monochrome images, 
while Appendix C includes a source code in "C” for implementing the JPEG compression 
algorithm for colour images.
8
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CHAPTER TWO
ERROR-FREE COMPRESSION TECHNIQUES
Some applications require that the reconstructed image after compression be recovered 
completely. Compression techniques that have this ability arc called error-free (or 
lossless, or reversible) compression techniques. These methods are widely used in the 
medical field for compressing x-ray images. Any error introduced to the x-ray image may 
lead to diagnostic inaccuracy. The compression ratios achieved using these techniques 
are smaller than those obtained using lossy compression techniques.
The majority of lossless compression methods utilize the statistical characteristics of 
an image, such as a histogram, pattern repetition, and entropy. These quantities are used 
to reduce the redundancy in an image. The compression ratios of error-free methods for 
medical images fall in the range of 3:1 [15].
Several lossless methods have been developed to reduce the bit rate. These methods 
rely on the principles of information theory [4] in order to reduce the data rate to the data 
source entropy. In the following sections, the concepts of Entropy and several of the 
most popular coding methods are discussed.
9
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2.1 Entropy
Entropy can be defined as the average amount of information per symbol coming from 
a source[4], The bit is the unit used to measure the entropy, and the entropy is calculated 
using the following formula.
H{S) = P{S±) log^ S j) b its /sym b o l ...................(2.1)
1-1
where: H[S) i s  the en tropy.
PIS) i s  the p r o b a b il i ty  o f  occurrence 
o f  symbols.
n i s  the to ta l  number o f  
source symbols.
Lossless image compression uses entropy coding, such as Huffman or Arithmetic 
Coding, to generate variable length codewords. These codewords are assigned to source 
symbols in such away that the shortest code represents the most probable symbol and vice 
versa. The average length of these codewords can be calculated using the following 
formula:
1 13
Lav = — 53 p ŝ i) Ai b its /sym b o l  .........................(2.2)
n  i - i
where: Lav i s  the average length .
L± i s  the codeword length .
It is important to note that the best lossless compression method can achieve a 
reduction in the bit rate less than or equal to the entropy rate. The following sections 
present some of the most popular entropy codings.
10
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2.2 Huffman Coding
Huffman codes are variable length, uniquely decodable codes or prefix codes[5|.
They achieve the optimal requirement which minimizes the average length of the encoded 
messages. For a finite set of inputs x ± , i = l ,  . . . . ,  N - the code generation 
procedure can be summarized as follows:
1. Find the probability of each symbol and order them from the highest probable 
symbol to the lowest probable symbol.
2. Sum the least two probabilities and reorder the new probabilities again from the 
highest to the lowest probable symbol.
3. Repeat Step 2 until the list contains only two elements.
4. The code word generation starts with assigning ’O’ and ’ 1’ to the last two elements 
obtained from Step 3. The codewords for the previous reduced stage are found 
by appending ’0’ and * V to the codeword corresponding to the two least probable 
symbols. This process is continued until Huffman codes for the original source 
symbols are found.
The coding process merely substitutes these codes for the symbols, and concatenates 
them to perform the final coded message. The expected bit rate should be less than the 
original bit rate. Figure 2.1 shows an illustrative example of Huffman code generation. 
The average length is 2.2 bits/symbol, and the entropy rate is 2.15 bits/symbol.
11





Original Source Reduced Stage 
Stage 3
P(S’)PCS)
S’l  0.400.40 S"1 0.40 S"'l 0.6
S'2 0.2S0.20 S"2 0.35 —i S'"2 0.4


















00 ^000 S"2 S'"2
S"3S'3 0 0 00 0 1
0 1 0 0 0 1
b) Codeword construction process
Figure 2.1: Example Huffman code generation.
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2.2.1 Fast Huffman-Type Code Generator
The generation of Huffman codes, using the previous method, requires a large 
memory size if the source contains a large number of symbols. In order to overcome the 
complications and memory problems associated with this method, a simple and fast 
algorithm [ 16| is presented. This algorithm consists mainly of two processes: contraction 
and expansion.
a)Contraction Process
The contraction process is basically a series of contraction stages. The two least 
probable symbols are combined into a new symbol. The new symbol is inserted above 
the symbols whose probabilities are equal to or less than the new probability. During this 
time, the number of symbols that have fallen below this new symbol is recorded and 
named as an expansion index E(I). The algorithm for the contraction process is shown 
below, where:
I represents the involved contraction stage;
TEMP represents the temporary variable storing the sum of the two lowest
probabilities at each contraction stage;
P[Si] represents the probability of occurrence of symbol Si;
N is the number of symbols in the source;
LP represents the variable that gives the location of the symbol whose
probability has to be compared with TEMP:
M is a variable counting how many symbols have fallen blow the new symbol
at each contraction stage;
MCL is the maximum code length.
13
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The algorithm is:
1. Initialize 1=1, LP=N-2. \1=0, TEMP=P[N]+P[N-1];





if(LP = 0)then go to step 6 




if(I = N-2) then go to end
end if
3. TEMP=P[N-I]+P[N-I+1];
4. if( LP = N-I) then decrement LP 
else
decrement M;
if( M > 0 )then




5. go to step 2
6. EIjT]=M, decrement M, increment I
7. if( I = N-2) then go to end, else go to step 6
8. end
14
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b)Expansion Process
The expansion process generates the codewords by generating the code lengths first. 
These code lengths axe used in the next step to generate the codewords. For the code 
lengths generating step, the expansion indices generated from the contraction process are 
used to generate a set of new values. These new values are termed A(J), J=1,..Y. A(J) 
is the codeword: J is the length of codeword; and Y is the maximum length. The 
algorithm for the expansion process is shown below :
1. Initialize A[l]=l, MCL=2, A[MCL]=2, I=N-3;
2. While( I > 0 ) do











23  Arithmetic Coding
Arithmetic Coding [6] is another coding method that belongs to entropy coding. This 
method is considered to be more efficient and gives more compact representation than 
Huffman Coding. The difference between Huffman coding and arithmetic coding can be 
expressed as follows: Arithmetic Coding takes a string of symbols (such as one line of
15
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image) and a code is generated for the whole string as one piece: Huffman coding 
generates the code for each symbol in that string first. The encoding process is a 
concatenation of these codes to generate the code for the whole string.
During the Arithmetic Coding process, a message is represented by an interval of real 
numbers between 0 and I. As the message becomes longer, the interval needed to 
represent it becomes smaller, and the number of bits needed to specify that interval grows 
[17]. Successive symbols of the message reduce the size of the interval in accordance 
with the symbol probabilities generated by the model. The more likely symbols reduce 
the range by less than the unlikely symbols, and therefore add fewer bits to the message. 
An illustrative example presented in [6 ] is included here to illustrate the concepts of the 
Arithmetic Encoding process.
Assume that the string needed to be coded consists of four symbols "a b c". The four 
symbols have relative frequencies and their probabilities are shown in Table 2.1.
Symbol Codeword Probability Cumulative Prob.
a 0 .100 .000
b 1 0 .010 .100
c 1 0 .001 .110
d 1 .001 .111
Table 2.1: Example arithmetic coding
As shown in figure 2.4, the coding process starts with subdividing the unit interval 
into intervals. The code point at the edges of each interval represents the sum of 
probabilities of the preceding symbols. The width of the interval to the right of each code
16
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point corresponds to the probability of that symbol. The code points are represented as 
a binary fraction corresponding to the fractional values of the cumulative distribution 
function assigned to each symbol. Figure 2.5 shows the continuation of the encoding 
process. The symbol "a" has been encoded to [0.0.1). ("0" is included in the interval). 
The next step is to subdivide this interval into the same proportions as the original unit 
interval; thus, the subinterval assigned to the second "a” is [0.0.01). For the third symbol 
"b", the subinterval will be [0.001.0.0011). Note that each of the two leading zeros in the 
binary representation come from the codeword (Table 2.1) of the two symbols "a” which 
precede the symbol "b". For the fourth "c". the corresponding subinterval is 
[0.0010110.0.0010111). The final code assigned to the string "a b c" is given by 
" 0010110" .
0
______________________________________o ^ o o  o .yo  O j i n
a  b e d
Figure 2 .2 : Codewords of table 2.1 as points on unit interval.
o  . 1 0 0  . 1 1 0  . m  i
a
.0 1 0
b c  d
3  0 - 0 0 1 0 b e d
a  b | c d
Figure 2.3: Successive subdivision of unit interval for code 
of Table 2.1 and data string "aabc".
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Arithmetic Coding can achieve a code rate approximately equal to the cntropv 
without the condition that the probabilities are an integral power of one half. In most 
situations, arithmetic coding can replace Huffman coding and it gives better performances 
in both coding speed and coding rate.
2.4 Run-Length Coding
Run-Iength Coding is a mapping of the sequence of the same symbol in a string of 
data into a "count field” and "identifier" of the repeated character [181. Run-length 
coding is widely used with data that contains a long string of the same symbol. This kind 
of redundancy can be effectively reduced by run-length coding.
Run-length coding was found to be very effective in compressing bilevel images, such 
as texts, and documents, and the reason is obvious: bilevel images contain long runs of 
concatenated black and white pixels. On the other hand, this type of coding is rarely 
applied directly to noisy or complicated images. Instead, it can be included in the final 
stages of a compression scheme to obtain a presentation that can be further compressed 
using Entropy Coding. A good example of this is the JPEG compression scheme. Hence, 
the run-length coding is the step after quantization.
The effect of run length coding in reducing the bit rate is shown below, where the 
input data is assumed to be one line of a bilevel image containing 16 pixels of black and 
white.
1 -  B  B  3  B  3  B  W W W W  W W B  3  WW
2- (B,6) (PiT,6) (B,2) (P/,2)
The second presentation requires fewer bits when the run length is very long.
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2JS Lempel-Ziv Coding
The Lempel-Ziv Coding [ 19] is defined as a mapping of a string of data into fixed- 
length codes. The procedure for generating these codes requires no prior information 
about the input data statistics and can be done in one pass.
The algorithm is assumed to be adaptive because it starts with an empty table of 
symbol strings, and builds the table during both compression and decompression. 
Therefore, there is no need to store or transmit the codeword table for decoding.
One of the simplest compression procedures is the Lempel-Ziv-Welch (LZW) method 
[201. The LZW algorithm compresses data by generating a translation table, or string 
table, and mapping the input strings to fixed length codes. A common table size used is 
a modest 2 to power 16, which is represented by a 16 bit binary word. One of the main 
properties of the LZW string is the prefix property. The prefix property states that each 
string in the table has a prefix string also in the table. For example, if a string wK 
composed of string w and character K is in the table, then w is also in the table.
19
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CHAPTER THREE
LOSSY COMPRESSION TECHNIQUES
Lossy (or irreversible) compression maintains the image features, but the 
reconstructed image contains some degradations. This means that the recovered image 
is not numerically identical to the original image. These degradations may not be visually 
apparent
Despite the mentioned disadvantage, the compression ratio achieved using lossy 
techniques is higher than the one achieved using lossless techniques. However, the higher 
compression achieved is at the expense of more degradations added to the compressed 
image.
Lossy compression techniques include more than one stage. These stages might not 
contribute to the compression directly. Instead, they provide a representation that can be 
compressed further using lossless compression techniques. The block diagram for a 









Figure 3.1: Block diagram of a lossy compression technique.
The first stage is the orthogonal transformation, such as DCT, WHT. or KLT. This
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first stage serves to map correlated pixels into uncorreiated coefficients and to compact 
most of the energy in the low frequency components. As a result, the low frequency 
components of the transformed coefficients will have larger amplitudes, while the high 
frequency components will have smaller amplitudes. The stage following orthogonal 
transformation is quantization. This stage is the focal point of compression. Quantization 
techniques aim to reduce the dynamic range of the transform coefficients which are 
floating point numbers by preserving the large amplitude coefficients. At the same time, 
the small amplitude coefficients can be reduced to zero without introducing much 
degradation to the image. The data obtained from the quantization step is represented in 
such a way that is suitable to be further compressed using lossless compression, mainly 
entropy coding techniques. A complete description of the most popular lossy compression 
techniques is presented in the following sections.
3.1 Orthogonal Transforms
Many transforms have been used for data compression and each one has its own 
characteristics [21]. The Discrete Fourier Transform, implemented by the Fast Fourier 
Transform (lbFT) was the first one to be applied in data compression[22]. The KLT [8] 
is the optimal transform, but it requires heavy computation. The DCT [23] has gained 
wide popularity because of its performance, which approximates KLT optimality, and 
because of the high speed of its algorithms. The performance of different transforms is 
shown in figure 3.2 [15], where the NMSE is the normalized mean square error and is 
defined as:
21
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NMSE = .vV .V 13.1)
where f(i.j) are the original image pixels, and f(i.j) arc the reconstructed image
3.1.1 Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
The discrete cosine transform was first discovered by N.Ahmed [9], and is recognized 
as the best way to encode digital images because of its performance in energy packing 
capabilities; that is, fewer coefficients will have large magnitudes while other coefficients 
will have small amplitudes. The high speed of the two dimensional DCT algorithms also 
makes it very desirable. The 1-D DCT of a sequence of data x(n) is defined as:
pixels. 'M S t n m i i
•MSat
Figure 3.2: Comparison of different transforms. The normalised MSE
(with 25% retained coeff.) is plotted against the block size.
n (2n+l) k 
2 N (3.2)
k=0, . .  . ,N-19  •  •  *  /
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and the inverse DCT can be expressed as:
X{n) ~ JT e* X(k) cos TC- 2-fi"1) k ............................. (3.3)
jc*o 2Jv
J2=0, . . . ,N-1
where : N i s  the t o ta l  number o f  input  data
e. = —  for  ic= 0  
&
-  l  otherwise
The fast algorithm for implementing 1-D DCT adopted here was presented in {24]. 
First, the scaling factors are assumed to be absorbed in X(k) and taken as unity. It has 
been proven in [23] that for better efficiency, the input sequence should be rearranged as 
the following:
xrs(n)=x(2n) and xrs(N-n-l)=x(2n+l)......................... (3.4)
n=0.......N/2-1
Then the DCT is converted into a DFT with a variable phase angle by substituting 
(3.4) into (3.2) to get:
Xik) = y  xrs(n)  c o s —' k ......................................................(3 . 5 )^  O \T2 N
k=01_____  N-l
The vector Radix 2 approach is utilized here to compute the odd and even indexed 
input elements of k separately. For the even indexed elements:
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K /2 ~'- tA  a AV2-1
X(2k) = V) xrg(.n) cos .  £  xrs{si+N/2) co&J L ^ 2Er2
£o N  AT
.V/2-1
= E  [ x r s (12) * x rs (n + w /2 ) ] c o s ^ f S r J r ^ ......................13.6>««c 2 l i v / 2 ;
(3.6) is recognized to be as N72 point DCT. The odd indexed elements of the input can 
be expressed as:
X(2ic+1) = V  [xxs(i2) -xzs(n+N/2) ] cos —̂ n—  ̂ . . . .  (3 . 7 )
£ 0  2 N
Since:




Substituting (3.8) into (3.7)we get:
Jf(2ic+l) = 52 2 [.xrs(a) -xrs(n+N/2) ] cos k  c o s .?t (4n+l) k
2 N 2(N/2)
-  52 [xrs(a) -xrs(n+N/2)3cos 71 (2Jc-l)...............(3.9)
tZa 2N
The latter term is recognized as X(2k-1). This means that the odd indexed 
components X(2k+1) can be recursively computed from a N/2 point DCT and X(2k-1). 
When k=0T X(-l) is considered to be equal to X(l), and X(l) is used to compute X(3) and 
so on. The flowgraph for 1-D DCT FCT with N=8  is shown in figure (3.3).
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Figure 3.3: Flowgraph for N=8 1-D Fast Discrete Cosine Transform.
3.1.1.1 Two Dimensional Discrete Cosine Transform
The two dimensional DCT of a sequence of data X(nlm2) can be expressed as:
V   W(2 i2. - 1 )*. _ i c ( 2 a8 +l)Jt2
X  (  j C  ,  „  y .  7 . 2 )  C O S  C O S -  — - - - - - - - - - - -
y f t U q  a f t c a f t  c 2 -VI 2.V,
................(3.10)
The inverse 2-D DCT is expressed as:
. 2 »(2a,+l)ie, * (2s,* l)ic ,Xt-m ,a-)= --------  > > £*.€*, co s------ -------- =■ co s------- =------ -
* “ f i n r 2 jcfTo * fta ** “  2  jr. 2 a 2
...................(3.11)
The separability property of DCT is adopted here to compute the two dimensional 
DCT by a series of one dimensional transforms. As a result, equation (3.10) can be
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rewritten in the following form [23]:
“ 2 .'!;1 c
“  (2 .m ~1 ) 
c o s  ------ .............( 3 . 12f
{ n. * k
The inner summation is the n2 -point one dimensional DCT of the rows of 
the N2xN2 matrix, while the outer summation represents the //, -point one dimensional 
DCT of the columns of the semi-transformed matrix. This implies that 2-D DCT can be 
implemented by N.JNZ p o i n t s  DCT’S) along the rows of (KxNz) matrix, followed 





xCl.ifj-l) {iW2 ~ l ) p o in t  
1 -D DCT along 
the rows
x(0,0) xCO.tf, -1 )
IxLVj-l.O) . , .V2- i) x{N,~ 1 ,0 )  .
(N.-l) p o in t  
1 -D DCT 
along the columns
r * ( o , o ) X(0,N2-1)
X M - 1 , 0 ) . . .X(W.- 1 , ^ - 1 )
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3.1.1.2 Computer Program for Implementing 2-D DCT
A computer program in "C" for implementing a 2-D DCT for any size of input matrix 
is included in Appendix B. The algorithm is based on calculating a 1-D DCT using a 
Vector Radix-2 approach, and expanding it to a 2-D DCT using the row-column method. 
The program was used to transform a grey level image with a size of (256x256 pixels) 
by subdividing the image into small blocks. The size of block is controlled by the user. 
In order to avoid redundant computations, two look-up tables were generated before 
blocking the image, one for bit reversing and the other for cosine factors. Table 3.1 shows 
the time required to transform an image of 256x256 pixels into the transform domain 
using the Fast Cosine Transform and Direct Cosine Transform. The effect of block size 
on transforming time is also included. These results were obtained using an IBM 
compatible XT. with 33 MHZ microprocessor speed.




Table 3.1: Time required to convert grey level image with size (256x256)
pixels using FCT and DCT with different block sizes.
Table 3.1 shows that the time required to transform an image by blocking increases 
as the block size increases. Large size images ( NxN ) are usually divided into (NxN 
/MxM ) blocks of size MxM. The computation time for block transform takes only 
lo g .  A f/log. N  of what is needed for the transform of the entire image at one time.
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3.1.13 Image Compression with Block Cosine Truncation
If an NxN image is divided into (KxK) MxM submatrices with N=K.M. the 
partitioned matrix can be denoted as f. where:
m , l )  £(  1 , 2 ) 
£ ( 2,10 £ ( 2 , 2 )
f(l .M)  
f (  2,M)
(3.13)
£ (M, 1 ) £(M, 2) £(M,M)
The DCT for each MxM is calculated and each pixel is mapped into DCT 
coefficients. A new matrix F of size MxM if obtained so that:
Due to the energy packing property of DCT transform, the low frequency coefficients 
that are located at the upper left comer of F(i„j) have higher magnitudes than the 
coefficients elsewhere. Image compression is obtained by truncating the coefficients of 
low magnitude (high frequency components) and coding the low frequency components 
for each block, thus reducing the block bit rate. Image reconstruction is achieved by 
substituting zeros for the truncated coefficients to complete the block size. Next the 
inverse DCT is computed for each block, and unblocking is performed to reconstruct the 
original image. The truncation of high frequency components results in degradation added 
mainly to the edges (borderlines between dark and bright regions) of the image.
F U . j )  = DCT (£ ( i , j ) ) ( 3 . 1 4 )
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3.1.2 Karhunen-Loeve Transform (KLT)
The KLT is the optimum transform in the energy-packing sense [8 ]; if only a limited 
number of transform coefficients are retained, the KLT will contain a larger fraction of 
the total energy compared to any other transform as shown in Figure (3.2). However, 
there are limitations to using the KLT in image compression, since heavy computations 
are needed to calculate the covariance function and the KLT is lacking in fast algorithms.
The computation of KLT coefficients is done through the following steps[25]:
52 £  r ( k t l ;mt n) <(>( i ,  j'.m.n) = X1 3 ^ { i , j ; k , l ) ................(3.X5)
where r(k.l;m.n) is the image covariance function:
r (k,l;m, n) = E [ £ (£ , ! )  ] (3.16)






£[g(Jc,2 ) gr* (m,ia) ] = 0
unless k=m , l=n
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3.2 Quantization
Using compression by quantization reduces the bit rate with a good approximation 
to the data dynamic range by reducing the number of representative levels. The key point 
to compression is referred to as quantization. Unfortunately, errors introduced into image 
data are mainly due to quantization.
During the last two decades, many quantization techniques have been developed: 
vector quantization [26], nonuniform quantization [27], DPCM [28.29], and block 
quantization [28] are some of the most popular. The subsequent discussion describes 
quantization, DPCM. and DCT transform coefficient quantization.
3.2.1 Vector Quantization
Vector quantization decomposes the image into a set of vectors. These vectors are 
selected in different ways, such as colour component of a pixel, the intensity values of 
spatially contiguous groups, or as transformed components of these groups. Next, a 
codebook of representative vectors is generated by training a large number of images 
using an iterative approach [30]. The codebook is usually stored on both the coder and 
decoder sides. Compression is achieved by replacing a vector from the image by the 
index of its closest match vector in the codebook. During the decoding process, the 
indices are used to retrieve the vectors from the codebook. These vectors arc combined 
to reconstruct the compressed image. High compression ratios can be obtained using this 
method and the resulting images are indistinguishable from the original. The only 
drawback of this method is the high complexity of codebook generation. A bit rate of
0.5*1.44 bits/pixel can be obtained using vector quantization [3].
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3.2.2 Delta Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM)
DPCM is the quantization technique that has to be applied directly to the image 
because it works very efficiently with highly correlated data. This method is based on 
the prediction of a pixel from one or more neighbouring pixels. The error image is then 
generated by subtracting the original pixel from the predicted one which results in a 
highly reduced dynamic range of error image. The pixel configuration of a third order 
predictor is shown in Figure (3.4):
*2  *3
Fig 3.4: Configuration of third order predictor.
The third order predictor can be expressed as:
Xp = a ^  + a ^  + 3 3X3 ............................................................. (3 .19}
Where: a1,a 2,a 3 a r e  th e  w e ig h ts
X^, Xz , X3 n e ig h b o u r in g  p i x e l s  
Xp i s  th e  p r e d i c t e d  p i x e l
The higher order predictors give better results, but there is a small marginal gain 
beyond a third order predictor. After constructing the predicted pixels, the error image 
is generated as the difference between the original and the predicted pixels, using the
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following formula:
E = XQ -  Xp................................................................(3.20)
where i s  the o r ig in a l p ix e l
Finally the error image is quantized by a Lloyd-Max quantizerI3l]. This type of 
quantizer has nonuniform decision regions. The decoding process will recover the image 
by accumulating the quantized error. A bit rate of 1-3 bits/pixel can be obtained using 
a non-adapdve DPCM [3].
3.23 DCT coefficients Quantization
The histogram of the DCT coefficients takes the shape of a Gaussian distribution [ 15] 
as shown in Figure (3.5):
Count (<£n)
909020
Figure (3.5): Histogram of DCT coefficients.
Thus, applying uniform quantization directly introduces a large amount of error into 
the compressed image. In order to reduce the errors, large amplitude coefficients should
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be preserved, since they contain most of the energy, while the small amplitude 
coefficients can be reduced to zero. The following discussion explains three approaches 
to coefficient quantization.
A- Histogram Equalization Approach 
Histogram equalization [2] modifies the histogram from a Gaussian distribution to a 
more flattened distribution. The procedure for histogram modification includes calculating 
the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the DCT coefficients as follows:
Hr*) -  £  P,<r,> (3.21)
.fc=0, ,L -1
where: Pr is the probability of occurrence of each coefficient 
L is the total number of levels
and
(*jt> = - ^ ............................................................(3.22)
n is the total number of the coefficients
Next, uniform quantization is applied to the data obtained from the previous 
transformation. This method was implemented in order to reduce the dynamic range of 
DCT coefficients obtained from the transforming blocks of (16x16 pixels) of the LENA 
monochrome image to 32 levels. The reconstructed image contained a large amount of
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errors and the compression ratio obtained after applying RLC and Huffman Codins was 
2:1 or 4 bits/pixel.
B- Statistical Approach 
The statistical approach quantizes the DC component of each block by using a first 
order DPCM. The AC coefficients that occupy the same location in each block are 
grouped in a set. Then, the standard deviation of each set is calculated using the following 
formula[40):
o-< a»i (3.23)
Each AC coefficient in a set is divided by the standard deviation of that se t Finally, 
uniform quantization is applied to the new data. This procedure was implemented using 
the LENA monochrome image with a block size of (16x16 pixels and 8  bits/pixel). The 
dynamic range of the DCT coefficients was reduced to 32 levels and the reconstructed 
image contained noticeable degradations especially at the block edges (blocking effect). 
The compression ratio obtained was in the range of 2.6:1, or 3 bits/pixel.
In comparison with the histogram equalization method, the degradation added to the 
images were less and the compression ratio was higher.
C- JPEG scaling matrix 
The JPEG method is based on dividing each block of DCT coefficients by a scaling 
matrix known as a "user’s scaling matrix". The elements of this matrix represent the
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quantization step size. In order to preserve coefficients of large magnitudes, the step size 
is reduced for low frequency components, and increased for high frequency components. 
A complete description of the method and the results obtained using this method are 
presented in Chapter 4.
3 3  Image Compression with Block Truncation Coding
Using this technique [32], the image is divided into (MxM) blocks. Each block is 
coded separately into a two level signal. If the total number of pixels in a block is 
k=mxm. then the pixels’ mean and variance are computed using the following equations:
_ , *
X = - i  £  Xt ................................................(3.24a)
*  a-i
  ,  *
X2 = T  (3 .24i)x  iml
a2 = X I -  (3) 2 ...................................................(3.24c)
Next, a threshold value x e!! . and two output levels "a" and "b" are found for the one 
bit quantizer, such that:
i f  x± a Xa ,  o u tp u t  = b ................... (3 .2 5 a )
i f  Xx < X ^  o u tp u t  =.a ...................( 3 .25i?)
If "q” is the number of pixels in a block that are greater than Xth, then "a" & "b” are 
calculated as follows:
mZ -  (m-q)a + Q b ..........................................(3.26)
mX1 = (m-q)a2 + q  b 2...................................(3.27)
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solving for "a" and "b" yields:
a - X - a








The following example illustrates the algorithm for bit allocation in a tew steps. Consider 
a block of an image expressed in the form:
X -
121 114 56 47
37 200 247 255 
16 0  1 2  169
43 5 7 251
a) The mean and variance are computed first for the entire block:
X = 98 .75 ,  a = 92 .95 ,  <7 = 7
a =16.7-17 , Jb = 204.2-204
b) A bit plan is constructed so that each pixel location is coded as "1" or "0" depending 
on whether or not the pixel is greater than the mean as shown:
‘1 1 0  O'
0  1 1 1  
0 0 0 1
.0 0 0  1 ,
c)Bit plan, mean, and variance are sent to the receiver.
d)The block is reconstructed by substituting "a" for "0” and "b" for "1".
For good image quality, the bit rate obtained using this method was 2 bits/pixel.
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CHAPTER FOUR
JPEG STILL PICTURE COMPRESSION ALGORITHM
The Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) is a joint ISO/CCITT technical 
committee which has been working for the past few years to establish the first 
international compression standard for monochrome and colour images [1]. The produced 
standard serves general purposes and can be utilized in a wide variety of image storage 
and communications applications. In order to meet the differing needs of many 
applications, the JPEG standard includes two basic compression methods. One is a DCT- 
based method, which is adopted for "lossy" compression and is adopted in this research. 
The other is a predictive method that is specified for "lossless” compression. The 
baseline algorithm which represents the "lossy" technique is shown in Figure (4.1).
O r i g i n a l




Quantization &. -• RLC -» Huffman
6 x 8 Zigzag Reordering Coding
U n b l o c k i n g 1DCT Dequantizetion & 2-D Reordering M
H u f f m a n  






Figure 4.1: JPEG baseline lossy algorithm. 
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The upper and lower pans of the scheme represent the baseline coder and decoder 
respectively. The baseline algorithm operates in a sequential mode; the image is 
processed by taking small blocks from left to right and top to bottom in a single pass, by 
compressing one block at a time. The image is compressed at the end of the coder side.
The decoding process represents the inverse of coder operations; the last in will be 
first out. At the end of the decoding process, the reconstructed image will contain some 
degradations that may not be visually apparent Indistinguishable images are obtained for 
a bit rate of 1 bit/pixel. Explanation of the JPEG baseline coder and decoder are 
presented in the following sections.
4.1 JPEG Baseline Coder
The JPEG baseline coder consists of lossy compression, represented by DCT and 
quantization, while lossless compression is represented by Run Length Coding and 
Huffman Coding. Prior to the mentioned steps, the image is subdivided into small blocks 
of 8x8 pixels. A complete discussion of each coder step is presented in the following 
sections.
4.1.1 Blocking
Blocking subdivides the image into 8x8 pixels. The advantages behind blocking the 
image can be summarized in three main points:
1. Buffering requirements are reduced and inexpensive implementation is provided.
2. Blocking provides pixels that are more highly correlated, which results in higher 
energy compactness in the DCT domain.
3. The speed of implementation is increased (Table 3.1).
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Despite these advantages. smaller blocks provide higher degradations resulting from 
the quantization step. These degradations will appear as a "blocking effect". Figure <4.2i 
is an illustrative example for image blocking.
8
8 i
Figure 4.2: Image blocking.
4.1.2 Forward Discrete Cosine Transform (FDCT)
Prior to computing the FDCT. the block pixels are level shifted to a signed two's 
complement representation. The result will be better precision in computing the DCT 
coefficients. For 8-bits input precision, the level shift is achieved by subtracting 128 from 
each unsigned pixel. For 12-bit input precision, the level shift is achieved by subtracting 
2048. The 2-D DCT is used to transform each block into the DCT domain as follows:
F(u,v)=ac(u)C(v)£ j f U , y )  g °s ’,(2f f 1)Uc°s—2^ 1)? <i' 1)
4  x»Q y c  4 ®
Where : u , v =  0 , 1 , .............,7
C(u) , C(v) = —  fo r  u, v=0 
=1 o th erw ise
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The fast algorithm for implementing (4.1) was presented in section u \  I . !. 1). Fieure
(4.3) shows a block of SxS pixels txken from a 256x256 pixel LENA image. This block 
has been level shifted by subtracting 128 from each pixel and applying equation t-l.h  on 
block pixels. The DCT coefficient located on the upper left comer of the transformed 
block, represents the average brightness of the block and is known xs "DC-coefficient", 
while the remaining sixty-three coefficients are referred to as "AC-coefficients".
’ 47 42 43 46
00 52 51 47 -8 1  -8 6  -8 5  -8 2  -8 0  -7 6  -77  -8 1
00 45 44 46 45 54 54 47 -8 0  -8 3  -8 4  -8 2  -8 3  -7 4  -7 4  -8 1
43 44 46 46 48 53 52 47 -8 5  -8 4  -8 2  -8 2  -8 0  -7 5  -7 6  -8 1
46 46 48 43 50 48 50 50 -8 2  -8 2  -8 0  -8 5  -7 8  -8 0  -7 8  -7 8
44 43 49 47 49 52 54 51 -8 4  -8 5  -7 9  -8 1  -7 9  -7 6  -7 4  -77
42 43 47 48 50 51 51 46 -8 6  -8 5  -8 1  -8 0  -7 8  -7 7  -7 7  -8 2
47 46 47 46 46 52 49 50 -8 1  -8 2  -8 1  -8 2  -8 2  -7 6  -7 9  -7  8
. 43 46 44 44 49 54 52 49 _ -8 5  -8 2  -8 4  -8 4  -7 9  -7 4  -7 6  -7 9
(a) Lb)
- 6 4 2 .7 5 - 2 6 .2 7 -2  .4 5 1 1 .6 2 -9  .5 4 4 .1 8 3 .3 1 1 .4 2
- 1 .4 7 0 .5 8 2 1 .3 2 3 .0 1 1 0 .6 7 2 3 .3 4 - 0 .4 - 0 .1 8
- 2 .1 4 - 0 .0 6 1 .7 1 5 4 .8 4 - 0 .0 9 5 0 .5 7 1 - 0 .2 0 - 4 .1 8
i o H -J 0 .2 1 5 - 2 .1 9 4 - 0 .6 7 8 2 .2 9 7 2 .8 3 6 0 .6 7 1 0 .2 4 3
0 .7 0 7 - 1 .5 6 3 1 .2 5 - 0 .3 7 1 .5 - 2 .1 1 3 - 0 .2 4 7 2 .7 9 6
- 2 . 3 2 3 .4 0 7 1 .1 5 4 - 1 .4 1 8 2 .5 3 6 - 2 .5 5 9 1 .1 5 3 1 .0 8 1
- 3 .3 2 - 2 .1 8 3 - 5 .4 5 3 0 .5 5 6 - 0 .2 3 - 0 .5 1 7 - 1 .4 6 0 .7 7 6
1 .9 2 - 1 .9 3 6 - 0 .1 7 9 - 0 . 7 1 - 0 .4 5 9 1 .3 6 1 .6 1 9 - 1 .3 4
Cc)
Figure 4.3: a) Original block from LENA image, b) Block (a) level shifted by
subtracting 128. c) The transformed block using 8x8 2-D DCT.
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4.13 Quantization
The DCT coefficients are quantized to reduce their magnitude and increase the 
number of zero-valued coefficients. The quantization step includes dividing each block 
by what is called the "JPEG Scaling Matrix", where each element in the scaling matrix 
represents the quantization step size, the DCT coefficients of each block that occupy the 
same location are considered to have uniform distribution. The bit rate of an encoded 
image can be varied by scaling this matrix up and down. By scaling up the matrix, the 
quantization step size is increased, the bit rate is reduced, and more errors are introduced 
to DCT coefficients and vice versa. Figure (4.4) shows the " JPEG Scaling Matrix” that 
was found to work well on a large number of monochrome images and is also used to 
quantize the luminance signal of colour images.
’ 16 11 10 16 24  40 51  6 1  '
12 12 14 19 26 58  60  55
14  13 16 2 4  40  57 69 56
14  17 22 29 51  87 80 62Q(u,v) =
18 22  37 56 68  109 103 77
24 35  55  6 4  8 1  104  113 92
49 64  7 8  87 103  1 2 1  120  101
7 2  92  95  9 8  112  100  103  9 9 .
Figure 4.4: JPEG scaling matrix.
The matrix is generated "empirically through rigorous subjective testing which 
estimates the human psycho-visual thresholds for each DCT coefficient" [1]. A  detailed 
description o f experimental results on subjective testing of human visual systems is
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presented in [34],
During the generation process. CCIR 601 resolution testing images were used, and 
the elements of this matrix were derived based upon the principles of the sectioning 
method. This method first initializes the matrix elements to a certain value. One of the 
matrix elements is then varied, while the remaining sixty-three elements are kept constant 
until a "just-noticeable" change is detected in the recovered image. This process is 
carried out for each element in the matrix in order to complete one pass. Achieving 
optimum results requires more than one pass. The resulting quantized coefficients are 
given by:
F*(u,v) = N earest in teg e r  f \ ................................................... (4.2)
\ Q ( u ,  v ) }
Quantizing the DCT coefficients shown in fig(4.3) results in the matrix shown in fig (4.5).
-80 -4 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Figure 4.5: The DCT quantized coefficients.
Notice the large number of zero-valued coefficients generated from the quantization 
step. After quantizing the DCT coefficients, but before they are entropy coded, DC 
prediction is carried out DC prediction means that the DC coefficient of the previous 
block is subtracted from the DC coefficient of the current block as follows:
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DIFF - F' (0) - PRED ..................................................... (4.3)
where : BIFF i s  Che d iffe ren ce .
F' (0) i s  Che curren t b lock  DC coeff .
PRED i s  Che p rev io u s b lo ck  DC coeff .
4.1.4 2-D to 1-D Zigzag Ordering
Prior to Entropy Coding, the quantized DCT coefficients are reordered into 1-D 







Figure 4.6: The route of zigzag scan.
With zigzag scanning, longer runs of zero-valued coefficients can be obtained because 
there is a high correlation between the DCT coefficients in the zigzag route. The long 
runs of zero-valued coefficients contribute to achieving higher compression ratios. The 
resulting array after applying the zigzag scan on the matrix in figure (4.5) is shown in 
figure (4.7).
4.1.5 Entropy Coding (RLC and Huffman Coding)
Entropy coding consists of coding the DC-coefficient separately from AC-coefficient 
The following sections describe the respective coding methods used for DC and AC
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coefficients.













Figure 4.7: 1-D array resulting from zigzag reordering the matrix in figure (4.5).
4.1.5.1 DC Coefficients Coding
Due to the high correlation between \ie DC coefficients of the neighbouring blocks, 
the DC prediction produces differential DC coefficients which arc small in magnitude. 
Table A1 (which is included in Appendix A) represents all the possible values of the 
differential DC coefficients indicated as categories in the first column. The ranges of 
each category are included in the second column while the third column consists of the 
Huffman code assigned to each category.
The coding process is implemented by three steps. Step 1: the category of the 
differential DC coefficient is found and the corresponding code is written to a buffer. 
Step 2: the sign bit is concatenated to the Huffman code(sign bit will be ’T " if DIFF is - 
ve value and "0" if DIFF is +ve value). Step 3: the actual value is represented by 
number of bits determined by the category value. The three codes arc concatenated to
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perform the final code which represents the differential DC coefficient DIFF. Figure (4.8) 
shows the structure of differential DC coefficient code:
category code sign actual value code
bit
Figure(4.8): DC and AC coefficients code structure.
4 .1.5.2 AC Coefficients Coding
Prior to assigning any code for AC coefficients, the number of zeros preceding the 
nonzero-valued AC coefficients is calculated as shown below:










The length of zero-valued coefficients and the category of the AC value following the 
zero-valued coefficients arc used to retrieve the code corresponding to them from 
Huffman code tables. Table A2 (which is included in Appendix A) is one of the tables
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used by the JPEG algorithm to encode the AC coefficients. This table can be represented 
by a two dimensional array, the row index representing the number of zeros preceding the 
nonzero AC coefficient and the column index representing the category of the AC 
coefficient. The elements of this array are the Huffman codes. In order to assign a code 
to an AC coefficient, the number of zeros preceding the AC coefficient has to be known 
and the category of that AC coefficient should be calculated also. Once the code is 
retrieved, the coding process is similar to the DC coding process as shown in Figure (4.8).
Two special cases must be carefully considered in the AC coefficients coding 
process. First the run length of zeros exceeding fifteen will be broken into a run length 
of fifteen zeros and category "0", and the remaining zeros will be coded normally. 
Secondly, zeros that represent the last coefficients in the block are coded as "0" run 
length and "0" category and are known as End Of Block (EOB).
The mentioned coding procedure for differential DC and AC coefficients was applied 
on the array shown in figure (4.7) and the resulting code is shown:
11110 1 0000101 100 1 001 11101101  1010
The number of bits required to represent this block has been reduced from (64x8 
bits/pixel= 512 bits/block) to 32 bits/block. The number of bits required to represent a 
block differs from one block to the other, depending on the statistical distribution of the 
pixels. This results in differing lengths of zero runs generated from the quantization step.
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4.2 JPEG Baseline Decoder
The decoding process represents the inverse of coding operations in a "last-in-first- 
out" fashion; Huffman decoding is performed first, followed by Run Length decoding, 
zigzag reordering, dequantization. IDCT. and unblocking.
The compressed image is represented by a long string of "CT's and ’T",s that 
represent the compressed blocks. The Huffman code tables are stored at the decoder side. 
These tables are needed in the process of reconstructing the original image. The steps 
necessary to decode the compressed image are described in the following sections.
4.2.1 Entropy Decoding ( Huffman and RL Decoding)
The Huffman decoding process recovers the category, sign, and the actual value of 
the DC and AC coefficients on block-by-block basis from a string of "0"’s and 'T'” s. 
The Huffman code tables are used to generate another set of tables known as "transition 
tables" [361. These tables are used as a tool to break the long binary string into variable 
length codes representing the category, sign bit. the actual value of DCT quantized 
coefficients, and the End Of Block (EOB).
4.2.1.1 Transition Table 
Transition tables are widely used in compilers to recognize a language in a program 
that takes an input as a string and breaks it into statements, either existing in that 
language as a "valid statement" or not existing as a "valid statement". For the latter case, 
error messages are received. The transition table is indexed by a state and vocabulary 
symbol. It also represents a software implementation of a state transition diagram which 
is usually used for sequential logic design. When implementing sequential logic design.
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a designer starts with a state transition diagram and derives the flip-flop logic output*. 
A software designer can implement this transition diagram with a transition table. The 
advantage of using transition tables is in providing fast access to the transition of a given 
state on a given character. The only disadvantage of these tables is that they occupy a 
great deal of space when the input symbols are large. Figure (4.9) is an example of a 
simple transition table for the expression "--Not(Eol)*Eol" [36],
Transition table entries are either a state or an error flag. If we are in state S. reading 
character C, then T(S.C) will be the next state we visit, or it will be an error flag 
indicating that C cannot be part of the current expression. In figure (4.9). the error entries 
are shown as a blank entries.
State Characters
- Eol a b ....
1 2
2 3
3 3 4 3 3 3
4
Figure 4.9: Example transition table for recognizing 
the expression "--Not(Eol)*Eol”.
The concepts of transition tables used in compilers are adopted here to recognize a 
binary string. In this case, the transition table will consist of only two columns, one for 
"0", and the other for "1" as shown in figure (4.10):
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State Characters
























Figure (4.10): A segment of transition table generated from 
Huffman codes table Al.
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The algorithm to generate the transition tables in figure (4.10) is indicated below: 
Initialize new_state=l 
for i=l to (total number of codes) do 
{
Initialize state=0
for bit_number=l to code length
{
head= LSB of current code 







Shift current code right by one bit
}
T(state^iead)= - category(or index)
}
The transition table for DC coefficients was generated from the Huffman code Table 
A l, while the AC transition table was generated from Table A2. These two tables arc 
used to obtain the category for DC values and an index for AC values. The AC index
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contains the AC category and zero run length through the transformation:
K = i -1 1  - j   (4.4)
where: K i s  the index
i  i s  the zero  length  
j  i s  the ca tegory
In order to discriminate between the state value and the category, or the index values, 
a negative sign is appended to the category and the index values while blank locations 
are represented by -1000. The algorithm for decoding the DC-category or AC index is 
shown below:
Initialize state=0
while ( End Of File is not encountered ) do 
head=current bit from file 
new_state=T(stateJhead) 
state=new_state
if ( T(statediead) < 0 and not equal to -1000)then
category(or index)= absolute value(T($tate^tead)) 
state=0
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Once the DC_category is known, the actual DC value is extracted from the bits 
following the sign bit and determined by the value of category. For example, if the 
category value is equal to three, the three bits following the sign bit represent the actual 
DC value.
4.2.2 1-D to 2-D Zigzag Reordering
The data obtained from the previous step represent the quantized DCT coefficients 
ordered according to a zigzag scan. In order to arrange these coefficients in the normal 
2-D form, the inverse of zigzag scanning is performed.
42 3  Dequantization
Dequantization is carried out by multiplying the quantized matrix by the JPEG scaling 
matrix shown in figure (4.4) as follows:
Fi u,  v)  = F ' { u , v )  Q { u , v ) ................................ ( 4 .5 )
This step is considered to be irreversible because of the rounding error introduced in 
the quantization step. Figure (4.11) shows the block obtained after applying (4.5) on the 

































































Figure (4.11): Block obtained from dequantization.
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4.2.4 Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform(EDCT)
The inverse DCT is used to obtain the level shifted pixels using the following 
equation:
F[x. y) T  c (u) c( v) F( u, v) c o s ^ ^ c o s ^ I Z f i l Z .. U . 6; 
xry - 0 , l r . . . ,7
The fast aigorithm for implementing IDCT is based on vector Radix-2. and follows 
the same approach used for the forward fast DCT. The original unsigned block pixels are 
obtained by adding 128 to the signed pixels obtained from (4.6). Figure (4.12) shows the 
block obtained from applying (4.5) and (4.6) on the block in figure(4.11).
4.3 Computer Program for Implementing JPEG Baseline Compression 
Scheme
The JPEG baseline compression algorithm was implemented in "C" and is included 
in Appendix B. This program utilizes the Huffman Tables A1 and A2. and the scaling 
matrix shown in figure (4.4) for coding and decoding procedures. Table (4.1) shows the 
scaling factors, the compression ratio, and the bit rate obtained from compressing 
(256x256 pixels and 8 bits/pixel) LENA image. Figures 4.13 through 4.18 show the 
original and recovered LENA and GIRL images. For different scaling factors of the 
"JPEG quantization matrix". Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show the scaling factor, compression 
ratio, and the bit rate corresponding to these Figures. Scaling up the quantization matrix 
results in higher compression, but this results in inferior image quality as shown
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in Figures 4.1 ? through 4 .IS. The time required for the coding process was 44 seconds, 
while the decoding process required only 42 seconds. An IBM compatible PC with 55 
MHZ microprocessor speed was used to obtain these results.
-82 -8 2  -8 1  -8 0  -7 9  -7 8  -7 7  -77  
-82 -8 2  -8 1  -8 0  -7 9  -7 8  -7 7  -77
46 46  47 48 49 50 51 51 
46 46  47 4S 49 50 51 51
-82 -8 2  -8 1  -8 0  -7 9  -7 8  -7 7  -7 7
(a)
46 46  47 48  49 50 51 51
<2»
47 42 43 46 48 52 51 47
4 8 45 44 46 45 54 54 47
43 44 46 46 48 53 52 47
46 46 48 43 50 4 8 50 50
44 43 49 47 49 52 54 51
42 43 47 48 50 51 51 46
47 46 47 46 46 52 49 50
43 46 44 44 49 54 52 49
(c)
Figure 4 .12 : (a) Block obtained from IDCT. (b) Original block after 
compression, (c) Original block before compression.
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Scaling Factor Compression Ratio Bits/pixel
(J.5 5.96 1.3





Table 4.1 : The effect of scaling the JPEG quantization matrix on the
compression ratio and bit rate of LENA image (256x256x8 
bits/pixel).







Table 4.2 : The effect of scaling the JPEG quantization matrix on the
compression ratio and bit rate of GIRL image (256x256x8 
bits/pixel).
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(b)
Figure 4.13: (a) Original LENA image with 256x256 pixels 
and 8 bits/pixel.
(b) Compressed LENA image with 1.3 bits/pixel 
and quantization scaling factor = 0.5.
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(b)
Figure 4.14: Original LENA image with 256x256 pixels 
and 8 bits/pixel.
Compressed LENA image with 1.05 bits/pixel 
and quantization scaling factor = 0.75.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.15: (a) Original LENA image with 256x256 pixels 
and 8 bits/pixel.
(b) Compressed LENA image with 0.88 bits/pixel 
and quantization scaling factor = 1.0.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.16: (a) Original LENA image with 256x256 pixels 
and 8 bits/pixel.
(b) Compressed LENA image with 0.58 bits/pixel 
and quantization scaling factor = 2.0.
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(a)
(bj
Figure 4.17: (a) Original LENA image with 256x256 pixels 
and 8 bits/pixel.
(b) Compressed LENA image with 0.46 bits/pixel 
and quantization scaling factor = 3.0.
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(b)
Figure 4.18: (a) Original LENA image with 256x256 pixels 
and 8 bits/pixel.
(b) Compressed LENA image with 0.39 bits/pixel 
and quantization scaling factor = 4.0.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.19: (a) Original GIRL image with 256x256 pixels 
and 8 bits/pixel.
(b) Compressed GIRL image with 1 bit/pixel 
and quantization scaling factor = 0.5.
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(b)
Figure 4.20: (a) Original GIRL image with 256x256 pixels 
and 8 bits/pixel.
(b) Compressed GIRL image with 0.8 bits/pixel 
and quantization scaling factor -  0.75.
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(b)
Figure 4.21: (a) Original GIRL image with 256x256 pixels 
and 8 bits/pixel.
(b) Compressed LENA image with 0.67 bits/pixel 
and quantization scaling factor = 1.0.
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: -
(b)
Figure 4.22: (a) Original GIRL image with 256x256 pixels 
and 8 bits/pixel.
(b) Compressed GIRL image with 0.45 bits/pixel 
and quantization scaling factor = 2.0.
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Figure 4.23:
(b)
a) Original GIRL image with 256x256 pixels
and 8 bits/pixel.
b) Compressed GIRL image with 0.36 bits/pixel
and quantization scaling factor = 3.0.
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(a)
Figure 4.24: (a) Original GIRL image with 256x256 pixels 
and 8 bits/pixel.
(b) Compressed GIRL image with 0.31 bits/pixel 
and quantization scaling factor = 4.0.
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4.4 Colour Images
Colour images are represented by three bands at each pixel location (i.j) in the two 
dimensional matrix that represents the colour image. Red corresponds to R(i.j). Green to 
G(i.j), and Blue to B(i.j). Experimental results indicate that the human visual system 
(HVS) is more sensitive to certain wavelengths compared to others. For example, the 
HVS is more sensitive to green colour compared to blue colour. As a result, the blue 
colour can be compressed more than green [47]. In order to compress colour images, a 
linear transformation is needed. This reduces the correlation between the R.G. and B 
bands and produces one achromatic channel (such as luminance), and two chromatic 
channels (such as chrominance). Since HVS is more sensitive to variations in the 
luminance channel, high fidelity encoding with large errors is allowed in the chrominance 
channels. The transformation from the R.G. and B bands into luminance and 
chrominance channels is achieved through the following set of equations:
( Y U . j )  = 0 . 2 9 9 0  £ ( i , j ) + 0 . 5 8 7 0  G ( i , j ) + 0 . 1 1 4 0  B ( i , j )  ' 
C b ( i , J )  = - 0 . 1 6 8 7  R U . j )  - 0 . 3 3 1 2  G ( i , j ) + 0 . 5 0 0  B { Z , j )  
C r i i . j )  = 0 . 5 0 0 0  - 0 . 4 1 8 6  G ( i , j ) - 0 . 0 8 1 3  B ( i . j ) }
. ( 4 . 8 )
where Y denotes the luminance channels, and Cb and Cr are the chrominance channels. 
The R.G, and B bands are recovered from the luminance and chrominance channels 
through the following set o f equations:
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'R( i . j )  =Y( i , j )  -1.40200 Cr { i , j )  >
G( i , j )  = y < i , j ) -0.34414 CbU. j )  -0-71414 C r ( i , j )  _____(4.9)
=Y( i . j )  -1.77200 Cb(i.j') ;
4.4.1 JPEG Compression Algorithm for Colour Images
The JPEG compression algorithm for colour images is expansion of the algorithm used 
tor monochrome images. Since monochrome images are represented by a single band, 
while colour images are represented by three bands, the algorithm for monochrome 
images is used to compress the three channels (one luminance and two chrominance) 
separately. The JPEG baseline algorithm for colour image compression was implemented 
to compress a colour image of 256x256 pixels and 24 bits/pixel and the source code in 
”C" is included in Appendix C. The scaling matrix used to quantize the luminance 
channel is the same matrix used to quantize monochrome images and is shown in Figure 
(4.4). while the chrominance scaling matrix is shown in Figure (4.25). The Huffman code 
Tables A1 through A4 were used for coding the three channels separately.
17 18 24 47 99 99 99 99
18 21 26 66 99 99 99
24 26 56 99 99 99 99 99
47 66 99 99 99 99 99 99
99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99
99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99
99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99
99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99
Figure 4.25: Scaling matrix for chrominance channels. 
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The obtained scaling factors along with the compression ratios and bit rates are shown 
in Tabic (4.3). The time required for the coding process was 147 seconds and the 
decoding process required only 126 seconds. Figures 4.26 through 4.30 show the original 
and compressed images corresponding to the scaling factors and bit rates of Table (4.3).






Table 4.3 : The effect of scaling the JPEG quantization matrices on the
compression ratio and bit rate of a colour image (256x256x24 
bits/pixel).
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Figure 4.26: (a) Original image with 256x256 pixels 
and 24 bits/pixel.
(b) Compressed image with 2 bits/pixel 
and scaling factor = 0.5 .
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Figure 4.27: (a) Original image with 256x256 pixels 
and 24 bits/pixel.
(b) Compressed image with 1.3 bits/pixel 
and scaling factor = 1 .
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Figure 4.28: (a) Original image with 256x256 pixels 
and 24 bits/pixel.
(b) Compressed image with 0.9 bits/pixel 
and scaling factor = 2 .
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Figure 4.29: (a) Original image with 256x256 pixels 
and 24 bits/pixel.
(b) Compressed image with 0.7 bits/pixel 
and scaling factor = 4 .
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Figure 4.30: (a) Original :mage with 256x256 pixels 
and 24 bits/pixel.
(b) Compressed image with 0.6 bits/pixel 
and scaling factor = 6 .
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
5.1 Summary and Conclusions
This work consisted of two main parts. The first part was a survey of the best 
algorithms that can be used to implement a general purpose lossy compression scheme 
with emphasis on the quantization techniques. The second part was the implementation 
of a proposed lossy compression scheme for standardization by the JPEG group { this 
scheme has been accepted as a standard by the CCITT in November of 1992).
Two main quantization methods were adopted. The first one was based on histogram 
modification of the DCT coefficients to obtain a more flattened distribution, and then 
applying uniform quantization to the modified data. This technique obtained a bit rate 
of 4 bits/pixel. In the second method, the dynamic range of the DCT coefficients was 
reduced by dividing each DCT coefficient by the standard deviation and applying uniform 
quantization to the modified data. The obtained bit rate was 3 bits/pixel and the image 
quality was better compared to the histogram equalization method.
The JPEG standard algorithm for compressing monochrome and colour images was 
discussed and a software implementation was developed. In this implementation, a new 
and fast decoding technique was developed. This method was based on modifying the
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concepts of the transition table. used widely in compiler design, to decode a binary string 
into variable length codes.
The JPEG compression scheme yields very high compression ratios. A bit rate of 
approximately 1 bit/pixel was obtained with monochrome and colour images, while still 
maintaining a high level of image quality. A key advantage in using the JPEG scheme 
is that a variable compression ratio can be obtained by simply changing the quantization 
matrix scaling factor. Two sets of images (256x256 pixels and 8 bits/pixel) were used 
as example images to illustrate the effect of varying this scaling factor. Good image 
quality was obtained with a bit rate of 1 bit/pixel. The time required to compress the 
monochrome image was approximately 42 seconds, while the decompressing process 
required around 44 seconds.
The JPEG colour image compression scheme is an expansion of the baseline 
algorithm used for monochrome images. It is accomplished by generating the luminance 
(one channel) and chrominance (two channels) and compressing the three channels 
separately. Due to the low sensitivity of the HVS to variations in chrominance, higher 
compression in these channels is possible. The colour image used was 256x256 pixels 
with 24 bits/pixel and a bit rate of 1.3 bit/pixel was obtained with good image quality. 
The time needed for the compression process was approximately 147 seconds, while 
decompression required about 126 seconds. Human observation was the only testing 
method used to determine the quality of the images recovered after compression.
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5.2 Suggestions for Future Work
In order to complement the JPEG compression scheme, a method for dynamic 
quantization matrix generation could be developed. If static quantization matrices arc 
used, compression ratios will vary tor different images. Thus, a method which adaptively 
adjusts the quantization matrices for specific images will result in more consistent 
compression ratios. This approach could use statistical methods to extract the 
quantization matrix from image features. Coding time will increase with this method: 
however, this will be an acceptable trade-off for most applications.
An alternate route that could be taken to improve the performance of the JPEG 
quantization method would be to generate a codebook that contains different quantization 
matrices and are optimized for different image sets. These matrices could be generated 
empirically and the codebook should be saved at the coder and decoder side. During the 
compression process the indices of the used matrices will be sent in the header of the file. 
These indices could then be used during the decompressing process to retrieve the 
quantization matrices.
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Category category range Huffman codes
0 0 0 0
1 -1.1 0 1 0
2 -3.-12.3 0 I 1
3 -7..„-4,4....7 t o o
4 -I5....-S.8....1S t 0 1
5 -31__-16.16_31 1 1 0
6 -63....-32.32....63 1 1 1 0
7 -127....-64.64....127 I 1 1 1 0
S -255,...-128,128,_,2S5 I 1 1 1 1 0
9 -51l...,-256.256,..,511 1 I I 1 1 1 0
10 -1023....-512.512.„,1023 I 1 1 \ 1 1 1 0
11 -2047,..,-1024.1024„..2M7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
Table Al:Huffman codes table for luminance and monochrome DC difference.
Category category range Huffman codes
0 0 0 0
1 -1,1 0 1
2 -3.-2A3 1 0
3 -7,.„-4,4,..,7 1 1 0
4 -15_-8.8.-.15 1 1 1 0
5 -31,.„-I6,16,.„31 1 1 1 1 0
6 -63,..,-3232,.„63 1 1 I 1 1 0
7 -127,..,-64,64..„127 1 1 1 1 1 I 0
8 -255,...-128,128....255 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
9 -511,„.-256^56,..511 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
10 -1023,_,-512,512,._ 1023 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
11 -2047,_,-1024,1024,.„2047 I 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 I 0
Table A2:Huffman codes table for chrominance DC difference.
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zero run category Huffman codes
0 0 1 0  10  (END OF BLOCK EOB)
0 1 0 0
0 2 0 1
. .
. •
0 10 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0  1 1
I 1 1 1 0 0
1 z I 1 0 1 1
. •
. .
I 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
2 1 1 1 1 0 0
2 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
. . .
. .
2 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 0 0 0  1 1 1 0
3 1 1 1 1 0  1 0
3 2 1 1 1 1 1 0  1 1 1
. . »
, . •
3 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1
4 1 1 1 1 0  11
4 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
4 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
• • «
. • «
4 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1
Table A3 :Huffinan codes table for luminance and monochrome AC 
coefficients (first segment).
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zero run category Huffman codes
5 1 1 1 1 1 0  10
5 2 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 0 11 1
5 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0  0 1 1 1 1 0
. .
. . .
5 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 0 1 0 0  1 0 1
6 t I 1 1 1 0 1 I
6 2 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 I 0
. . .
. . •
6 1C 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 I 0
7 2 1 i 1 1 1 1 I 1 0 1 1 1
. .
. .
7 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
8 2 1 I 1 I 1 I I I 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
. .
. . .
8 10 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1
9 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 0 0  1
9 2 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 o
9 3 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 I 1 1
.
.
9 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
Table A3 : Huffman codes table for luminance and monochrome AC 
coefficients( second segment).
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zero run category Huffman codes.
10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0  10
10 2 I 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 I I 0 0 0  1 1 1
10 3 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
.
- *
10 10 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 00  1 1 I 1
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
11 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
» . .
• . .
11 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0
12 I 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 0 1 0
12 2 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0  1
. . .
. .
12 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1
13 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
13 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0  0 0 1 0
• . .
. . .
13 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0
14 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 1 0 1 0 1 1
14 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0  1 1 0  0
14 3 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1
. . .
. .
14 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0
Table A3 : Huffman codes table for luminance and monochrome AC 
coefficients( third segment).
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zero ran category Huffman axles
15 0 1 1 1 t 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 t ZRL)
15 1 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 I
15 I 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 I 0 1 1 0
15 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 I 0 1 1 I
15 4 1 1 I 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
15 5 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I I 0 0 1
15 6 I 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 I I 1 1 1 0 1 0
15 7 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 I 1 I 1 1 1 0 1 1
15 8 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 0 0
15 9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0  1















Table A3 :Huffman codes table for luminance and monochrome AC 
coefficients( fourth segment).
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i
zero run category Huffman codes
0 0 0 0 (END OF BLOCK EOB)
0 I 0 1
0 2 1 0 0
. .
. .
0 10 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 0 1 0 0
1 1 10  11
1 2 1 1 1 0 0 1
. .
. .
I 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1
2 1 1 1 0  1 0
■> 2 1 1 1 1 0  1 1 1
. . .
. . .
2 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0  0 0 0
3 1 1 1 0  11
3 2 1 1 1 1 1 0  1 1 1
. . •
. . •
3 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
4 1 I 1 1 0 1 0
4 2 1 1 1 1 I 0 1 1 0
4 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1
. . .
. .
4 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0
Table A4 : Huffman codes table for chrominance monochrome AC 
coefficients( first segment).
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i
zoo run category Huffman codes
5 1 1 1 1 0 I 1
5 2 1 1 1 I 1 I 1 0 0 I
5 3 1 ! 1 1 I 1 1 1 I 0 0 1 1 1 I 1
. . •
. .
5 to 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I 0 1 0 0 t I 0
6 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
6 2 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 0 1 1 I
. . .
. . .
6 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0
7 1 1 1 1 1 0  10
7 2 I 1 I 1 I 1 1 I o o c
. . .
. . .
7 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0
8 1 1 1 1 I 1 0 0  1
8 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 I
. . .
. . .
8 10 1 1 1 I I I 1 1 1 0 1 1 I 1 1 1
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 0  1 1 1
9 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 0 0 0 0 0  1
. .
• . .
9 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
Table A4 : Huffman codes table for chrominance monochrome AC 
coefficients( second segment).
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zero run category Huffman codes
10 I 1 I 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
10 2 I 1 I 1 I I 1 I 1 I 0 0  I 0 0 1
10 3 1 I 1 1 I i I 1 I 1 0 0  1 0 i 0
• •
. ♦
10 10 1 I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0  0 I
II 1 1 1 1 I I 1 0 0  1
n 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
. •
. . .
u 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
12 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
12 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 I 1 0 1 1
. . .
• . *
12 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 ! 1 1 1 1 0 0 0  1 1
13 I 1 1 1  I 1 1 1 1 0 0  1
13 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
. . •
♦ . •
13 10 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 0  I 1 0 0
14 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
14 2 1 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1 I 0 1 1 0 1
14 3 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0
. .
. .
14 10 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 0 1 0 1
Table A4 : Huffman codes table for chrominance monochrome AC 
coefficients( third segment).
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zero run category Huffman codes
15 0 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 0 1 0 t ZRL1
15 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 I 0 0 0 0 1 1
15 1 I 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 I 0
15 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 I 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
15 4 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
15 5 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
15 6 1 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
15 7 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 0 I 1
15 S I I 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 I 0 0
15 9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0  1








Table A4 : Huffman codes table for chrominance monochrome AC 
coefficients( fourth segment).
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Appendix B
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y x x * * x x x x x * x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x * x x x * x x x x x y x x x x x « x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x % x x « x * x * *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
** The following program is implementation of JPEG baseline coder
** for monochrome images explained in section 4.1. the coder consist of:
** 1. blocking
** 2. 8x8 2-D DCT
** 3. Dividing by JPEG scaling matrix
** 4. Run Length coding
** 5. Huffman coding
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *












void CODE_LIST(): /* Subprogram that contains the Huffman codes */
void HUFF(); /* Subprogram for coding each block into variable 
length codes *f
void dctl (short n. short m. float *xr, float *xrs. float *CX. unsigned int *L): 
void butterfly (short n. short m. float *xrs, float *CX); 
void bit_reverse (unsigned int *L. short n, short m, float *xrs): 




unsigned char *yrjck; 
char *yr_sign;
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clrscrf);
printff' Enter the name of the input tile 
scan f ("1% s", fi ie_na m e):
Open original image file
if( (in_tlie = fopcn(fiIe_name."rb")) =  NULL)
i
printf(” Can't open input file \n"): 
exitf 1):
}








k k « = l;  
if(kk != n)
printt'C Length of input file has to be multiples of 2\n"); 
/*************************************************** 
Open output file to write the quantized DCT to it 
********************#***************************#**/
if (( fp=fopen("out3.img"."w")) =  NULL)
{
printf(" Can't open output file \n”): 
exit(I):
}/ft*************************************





yr=(unsigned char *)malloc((n+l)*(n+l)*sizeof(unsigned char)):
yr_sign=(char *)malIoc((n+ l)*(n+1 )*sizeof(char)):
yro=(float *)malloc((n-:-l)*(n+l)*sizeof(float));
CX=(float *)malIoc((n+l)*sizeof(float)):
L=(unsigned int *)malloc((n+l)*sizeof(unsigned int)):
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^ * * * * * * * * * X X * X * * * * * X * * X * X X * * * * X X X * * * * * * * * X X * * *
generating Look Up Table tor cosine factors 
k=0:










generating Look Up Table for bit reversing 







A=(k&MASK) » i :
A « = j:
C !=A:




y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
JPEG quantization matrix 
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AS|5ii51=104.() :A S |51If>]=113.0 :A SI5][71=92.(h
AS|fi|lO|=49.():AS|61[ 11=64.0:AS[6][2]=78.0;AS[6][3]=87.0;AS[6][4]—H)3.0: 
AS[6][5]=121.0;AS[6j[6j=120.0;AS(6|[7J=101.0;









^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Stan blocking the image and process each block through DCT, Quantization
m * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * # * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^
for(dl=0;dl < blocks :dl++)
I
for(d2=0;d2 < image_width ;d2=d2+n)
{
/* Reading one block of 8x8 pixels from the image file *1







/*level shifting the unsigned pixels to signed pixels*/ 
for(i=0 ;i<n *n;i++)
yr_sign[i]=yr[i]-128;
/f * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
evaluating the 2-D DCT from 1-D DCT using row column method 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^
/* 1 .transforming the rows of each block */
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/ *  calling l-D DCT function*/





}/* i loop */
/* 2. Transforming the columns of the semi-transformed matrix resulted from 1 */












}/* i loop */
Dividing the DCT coefficients by scaling factors 
and rearrange in two dimensional form





if(i==0 && j= 0 )
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+ * *v **************** ******'*********** ************
Divide the transformed block by JPEG scaling matrix 
and ensure proper rounding 












Zigzag reordering of the quantized DCT coefficients from 2-D to l-D.
rounded by taking truncating, and finally written to output file























}/*end of rowwise blocking*/
)/*end of columnwise blocking*/
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/* closing input and output tiles */
fcIose(in_llle);
fclose(fp):









y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Calling subprogram tor Huffman codes tables
i t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
CODE_LIST():
y*********************************





y * j | i * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
End of main program 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * * * * *
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The following function implements a fast l-D DCT algorithm 
using Vector Radix approach (flowgraph figure 3.3)
* * * * * * *  * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * I





rearranging the order of input sequence
 */









calling bit reversing function 
—  */
bit_reversc(L.n.mjcrs);
calling function to substract odd components
 */
subtract (n.mjtrs);
}/* end of dctl function*/
^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
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/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • « * * * * * * > « * * * » * * * * *
1. butterfly function
********************************»iy
















for(i = j:i < n: i=i+le)
{
ip=i+!el;










}/* end of butterfly function*/
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2-bit reversing function 
*****«*****************************/
void bit_reverse(unsigned int *L.shon n.short m.float *xrs)
!
unsigned int j.k.i; 
unsigned int *flag: 
float buff:
flag=(unsigned int *)malloc((n+1 )*sizeof( unsigned int)): 
tbr(k=0 : k < n:k++) 
flag[k|=<):
for(i=0 : i < n:i++)
I











3.substracting the odd component function
 */





























it‘( l= m -I )
{








tor(i=l: i < st5:i++)
{
for(k=3*st6+(i-l)*st4: k < n/st7+(i-l)*st4:k=k+2) 
{
xrs[k]=xrs[kl-xrs[k-st4]; 




}/* 1 loop */
}/* end of subtract function*/
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/
** This Subprogram contains the Huffman codes tables a**********1*****’'1****** ** 
■** A1 and A3 for DC and AC categories aa
a * » *  * a  * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * *  * *  *  « * * *  * * * * *  ik * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  41 * * * * * *  *
#include<stdio.h> 
unsigned int dc_code_wordI 13]: 
unsigned char dc_code_word_length[ 13]: 
unsigned int ac_code_wordj 17][ 12]: 





y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *











dc_codc_word[9 ] =63: 
dc_code_word[ 10]=127: 
dc_code_word[l 1]=255:
dc_code_word_length [0] =2: 







dc_code_word_length [8 ] =6: 
dc_code_word_length[9]=7: 
dc_code_wordJength [ 10]=8: 
dc_code_wordJength[l 1]=9:
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grey_ac[k]=i*l I+j+I:/* all indicies are shifted by one to be

















ac_code_word[0] [4]= 13: 








































































































ac_code_word[61 [9]= 13823; 











ac_codc_word[8] [ 1 ]=63: 
ac_code_word[8][21=511: 
ac_code_word(8] [3]=28159;
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ac_cnde_word|Xj[4{=60927; 
ac_a >de_wordf X ] [ 5 j=7679: 
ac_ct >de_ wordl X]j6]=4( )447; 
ae_u >de_word[ X ] [ 7 ]=24063: 
ac_code_word| 8 ] [X ]=56X31: 
ac_code_word( X J [ 91= 15X71: 
ac_code_wnrd(X|( I0|=4X639;
ac_code_%vordl9|| 1 |=3I9: 
ac_code”wordl9J[21=32255: 
ac_code_word[9 ][31=65023: 
ae_code_word( 91 [41=1023: 
ac_code_word [91(51=33791: 











ac_code_word[ 101(73= 13311: 
ac_code_word[ I01(8]=46079: 
ac_code_word[ 101(91=29695: 
ac_code_word[ 10] [ 101=62463:
ac_code_word[ 11 ][ 1 ]=639: 
ac_code_word[ 111(21=3071; 
ac_code_word[ 111(31=35839: 
ac_code_word[ 111 [41= 19455: 
ac_code_word[ 111(51=52223: 




ae_code_word[ 11 ] [ 10]=7167:
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ac_code_word[ 121(51= 15359: 
ac_code_word( 121(61=48127: 
ac_code_word[ 121(71=31743: 
ac_code_word[ 12] (81=64511: 
ac_code_word[ 121(91=2047: 
ac_code_word[l21[ 101=34815;
ac_code_word(131[ 1 ]=255; 
ac_code_word[ 13] (2]= 18431: 
ac_code_word[13][3]=51199: 
ac_code_word[ 13] [41=10239: 
ac_code_word[ 131 [5]=43Q07: 
ac_code__word[ 13][6]=26623; 
ac_code_word[13][7]=59391; 
ac_code_word[ 13] [81=6143: 
ac_code_word[ 13][9]=38911; 
ac_code_word[I31( 101=22527:
ac_code_word[ 141( 11=55295: 
ac__code_word[14][2]=14335: 
ac_code_word[ 14] [3]=47103: 
ac__code_word[ 141(41=30719: 
ac_code_word[ 141 [51=63487; 
ac_code_word[ 14] [61=4095: 
ac_code_word[ 14][7]=36863: 
ac_code_word [ 14] [ 8]=20479: 
ac_codc_word[ 14] [9]=53247; 
ac_code_word[14][ 101=12287;
ac_code_word[ 151 [0]= 1279/*ZRL*/;
ac_code_word[ 15] [ 1 ]=45055: 
ac_code_word[ 15] [2]=28671: 
ac_code_word[ 15] [3]=61439; 
ac_code_word[ 151 [4]=8191: 
ac_code_word[ 15][5]=40959: 
ac_code_word( 15] [61=24575:
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ac_ co d e_ w o rd ! I5 |[7 ]= 5 7 3 4 3 : 
ac_ co d e_ w o rd f 1 5 I |8 ]= 1 6383; 
ac_ eo d e_ w o rd ( ] 5 j | 9 )= 4 9 15!: 
a c _ c o d e _ w o rd | 1511101=32767:
*̂ *****************
A C  co d e  w o rd  len g th s  
************************^




ac_code_word J e  ngth [0] [4]=4: 
ac_code_word Jength[01 [5]=5: 
ac_code_word Jength [0] [ 6]=7: 
ac_code_word Jength[0 ] [ 7]=8: 
ac_eode_wordjength[0][8]= 10: 
ac_code_word_length[01[9]= 16: 
ac_code_word_length[()J [ 10J= 16:
ae_code_word_length[ 1 ][ 1 ]=4: 
ac_code_wordJength[ 1 ] [21=5: 
ac_code_word Jength [ 11 [ 31=7; 
ac_code_\vord Jength [ 11 [41=9: 
ac_code_wordJength[l][51=l I: 
ac_code_word Jength[ 1 ] [61= 16: 
ac_code_word Jength[ 11 [71= 16: 
ac_code_word J e  ngth [ 1 ] [8]= 16; 
ac_code_wordJength [ I ] [91=16: 
ac_code_wordjength[ 11 [ 101= 16:
ac_eode_wordJength[21[ 1]=5: 
ac_code_word_length[21[2]=8: 
ac_code_word Jength[21[31= 10: 
ac_code_word Jength[21 [4]= 12: 
ac_code_word_length[2][5]=16: 
ac_code_wordJength[21[61=16:
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ac_code_word Jeng th  [2 [[ 7 ]= 16: 
ac_code_word Jength |2][S  ]= 16; 
ae_code_\vord Jeng th  12] (9] = 16; 
ac_code_\vordJength(2][ 101= 16:
ae_code_word_length[31[ 1 ]=6: 




ac_code_word Jength[31[6]= 16: 
ac_code_wordJength[3][7]=16: 
ac_code_wordJength[3][8]=16; 
ac_code_word_length [3 ] [ 9]=16: 
ac_code_wordJength[3][ 10]= 16:
ac_code_wordJength[4][ 1 ]=6: 




ac_code_wordJength[4] [6]= 16: 













ac_code_word Jength [5] [ 10]=16:
ac_code_wordJength[6] [ 1 ] =7: 
ac_code_wordJength[6][2]=l 2: 
ac_code_word Jength [6] [3 ]=16;
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ae_code_\vord Jength] 10|l I ]=9: 
ac_code_word Jength] 10 ]] 21= 16: 
ac_eode_word Jength] 10] [ 31= 16: 
ac_code_word Jength |10][4]=16: 
ac_code_word Jength] 10] [51= 16: 
ac_code_word Jength] 10] 16]= 16: 
ac_code_word Jength] 101171= 16: 
ac_code_word Jength] 10] [ 8]= 16: 
ac_code_word Jength] 10]]9]= 16: 
ac_code_word Jength] 10]] 10]= 16:
ac_code_word Jength] 11 ] [ 1 ]= 10; 
ac_code_word Jength] 11 ] [2]= 16: 
ac_code_wordJength] 1 i ] [3]= 16: 
ac_code_word_length[ 11 ] [4]= 16: 
ac_code_word Jength] 11][5]=16: 
ac_code_word_Iength[ 11 ] [6]= 16: 
ac_code_wordJength] 11 ] [7]= 16: 
ac_code_word_Iength[ 11 ] [8]= 16: 
ac_code_word_lcngth[ 11 ] [9]=16: 
ac_code_wordJength[ 11 ] [ 10]= 16:
ac_code_word_length[ 12] [ 1 ]= 10: 
ac_code_word Jength] 12] [2]= 16: 
ac_code_word_length[ 12] [3]= 16: 
ac_code_word_length [ 12] [4]= 16: 
ac_code_wordJength[12][5]= 16; 
ac_code_word_length[ 12][6]= 16: 
ac_code_wordJength] 12][7]= 16: 
ac_code_wordJength] 12] [8]= 16; 
ac_code_word_length[ 12] [9]= 16: 
ac_code_word Jength] 12] [ 10]=16:
ac_code_wordJength] 13][1]=11; 
ac_code_word_iength[13] [2]= 16: 
ac_code_word Jength] 13][3]= 16: 
ac_code_wordJength [ 13] (4]= 16: 
ac_code_word_length[ 13] [5]= 16; 
ac_code_wordJe ngth[ 13] [6]= 16: 
ac_code_wordJength[ 13][7]= 16: 
ac_code_wordJength] 13] [8]= 16:
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ac_code_word Je n g th ]131(9]= 1 A: 
ac_code_word Jength] 1311 101=1 A:
ac_eude_word Jengthj 14J[ I ]= 1 A: 
ac_cude_word Jength] 14J12]= 1 A; 
ac_code_wordJcngthl 141(3 ]= 1 A: 
ac_eode_wordJength] 14)14]= 1 A: 
ac_code_word Jength] I4][51= 16: 
ac_code_word Jength [ 14] [ A1= 16: 
ac_code_word_lengthl 14] 171= 16: 
ac_code_wordJengthI 14] [8]= 16: 
ac_code_word_Iength[ 14][9]= 16; 
ae_code_word Jength] 14][ 10]= 16:
ac_code_word_lengthl 15 j [0 ]= 11 t/*ZRL*/
ac_code_word Jength] 15] [ 1 ]= 16: 
ac_code_word Jength] 15 ] [2]= 16: 
ae_code_wordJength] 15][3]= 16: 
ac_code_word Jength] 15] [4]= 16: 
ac_code_word Jength] 151 ]5]= 16: 
ac_code_wordJength] 15]]6]=16: 
ac_code_word Jength] 15 ] ]7]= 16; 
ae_eode_wordJength] 15] [8]= 16:
ae_code_word Jength] 15][9]= 16: 
ac_code_word Jength] 15] [ 10]= 16:
}/*end of CODE_LIST*/
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** The following subprogram reads die quantized DCT coefficients *■*»'»«»«"*>»*■*** 
** as blocks of 8xX. calculates the zero run lengths preceding **♦**♦**»**»*«. **
** the non-zero AC coefficients, and uses the Huffman codes *******************
** in C0DE_L1ST subprogram to encode each bUxk. ****♦*******,,**,
**********************************%******«*************«*%***%******* ** * 








extern short n.image_width,bIocks.scaIor. 
extern unsigned int dc_code_word[131; 
extern unsigned char dc_code_word_length[ 131: 
extern unsigned int ac_code_word[17][I2]; 
extern unsigned char ac_code_word_Iength[I7][12];
int run[65];
unsigned char zero_length[65]: 
unsigned char ac_category_values[65]: 
int AC_BLOCK_VALUES[65]:
int DC_VALUE.PREVIOUS_DC,AC_VALUE.VALUE.number_of_ac_va!ues.K_index; 
unsigned char dc_category,ac_category .category xode_length.code_buffer.flag: 
unsigned int code_track.code_print.dl,d2: 
char bit_count.mark:
HLE *fp4,*fp5:
void retum_category_dc():/* function that returns DC category*/ 
void retum_category_ac()-J* function that returns AC category*/ 
void code_write(): /* function that writes the Huffman codes
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/* open a Hie that contains the DCT quantized coefficients */
ifi (fp5 = fopenCout3.img'7'r’')) == NULL)
{
printff’ Can’t open file ’out3.img’\n"): 
exit( 1);
}
/* open output file to write the compressed data*/
if (( fp4=fopen(’’jpeg.img'7’wb”)) == NULL)
{
printtC Can’t open output file ’jpeg.img’\n"): 
exitt 1):
}/******************************************************** 
writting the image_width and the matrix scaling factor 
to the header of the ouput file
a * * * * * * * * * * * * * * # * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
code_truck=(unsigned int)image_width: 
code _buffer=( unsigned char )code_track: 
fputc(code_buffer.fp4): 




Reading the quantized DCT coefficients as blocks of 8x8. calculating the zeros length 
preceding the nonzero AC coeff. 
****###*********************************************************/ 
PREVIOUS_DC=0: 
for(dl=0;dl < blocks :dl++)
{
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/* applying 1st order DPCM on DC coefficients*/
DC_VALUE=run[01-PREVlOi:S_DC:
PREVIOUS_DC=runlO]:
/*get the category for the do value*/
retum_category_dc():
/*write the code for dc values categories.*/
code_track=dc_code_word [dc_category ]: 





/*1.calculating the AC categories and the length of 






zero J e  ngth [K_index 1++: 













}/* j loop */
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number_of_ac_va!ues=K_index: 
ford = K_index-1: i >= ();i—)
{
if( zero_lengthl i ]== 15)




zero_length[i+ll=0:/* EOB */ 
AC_BLOCK_VALUES[i+l]=0:/* EOB */












/*3.writting the code for ac values categories.*/
for( K_index=0:K_index <= number_of_ac_values: K_index++)
{
VALUE=AC_BLOCKVALUES[K_index]; 
code_track = ac_code_word [zero_le ngth[ K_index] ]
[ac_category_values[K_index] ]; 





}/*end of column blocking*/
}/*end of row blocking*/
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/* closing the files */
fdose(fp5):
fclose(fp4):
}/*end of main program*/
The following function returns 




if(DC_VALUE --0 ) 
dc_category=0;
else if(DC_VALUE = 1  II DC_VALUE ==-l) 
dc_category=l;
else if((DC_VALUE >= 2 && DC_VALUE <= 3) II <DC_VALUE >=-3 &&
DC_VALUE <= -2))
dc_category=2;
else if((DC_VALUE >=4 && DC.VALUE <= 7) II (DC_VALUE >=-7 &&
DC_VALUE <= -4))
dc_category=3:
else if((DC_VALUE >=8 && DC_VALUE <= 15) II (DC_VALUE >=-15 &&
DC_VALUE <= -8))
dc_category=4:
else if((DC_VALUE >=16 && DC_VALUE <= 31) II (DC_VALUE >=-31 &&
DC_VALUE <= -16))
dc_category=5:
else if((DC_VALUE >=32 && DC_VALUE <= 63) II (DC_VALUE >=-63 &&
DC_VALUE <= -32))
dc_category=6:
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else iff (D C . VALUE >=12S && DC_VALUE <= 255) II (DC.VALUE >=-255 &&
DC_VALUE <= -128))
dc_category=N:
else if(( DC.VALUE >=256 && DC_VALUE <= 511) II (DC.VALUE >=-511 &&
DC.VALUE <= -256))
de_eategory=y;
else if(( DC.VALUE >=512 && DC_VALUE <= 1023) II (DC.VALUE >=-1023 &&
DC_VALUE <= -512))
dc_category=IO;




Jit * * ***********************
the followin'* function returns 




if( AC.VALUE =  1 II AC.VALUE == - I )
ac_category=l:
else if((AC_VALUE >=2 && AC_VALUE <= 3) II (AC.VALUE >=-3 &&
AC.VALUE <= -2))
ac_category=2:
else if((AC_VALUE >=4 && AC_VALUE <= 7) II (AC_VALUE >=-7 &&
AC_VALUE <= -4))
ac_category=3:
else if((AC_VALUE >=8 && AC_VALUE <= 15) II (AC_VALUE >=-15 &&
AC.VALUE <= -8))
ac_category=4:
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else if((AC_VALUE >=32 && AC.VALUE <= 63) II (AC.VALUE >=-63 &&
AC.VALUE <= -32))
ac_eategory=6:
else if((AC.VALUE >=64 && AC.VALUE <= 127) II (AC.VALUE >=-127 &&
AC.VALUE <= -64))
ac_cutegorv=7;
else if((AC.VALUE >=12K && AC.VALUE <= 255) II (AC.VALUE >=-255 &&
AC.VALUE <= -128))
ac_category=8:
else if ((AC.VALUE >=256 && AC.VALUE <= 511) II (AC.VALUE >=-511 &&
AC.VALUE <= -256))
ac_category=9;









1*1. writting the code worde to the output buffer*/ 











code buffer=code buffer! 128;
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/*3.writting the actual value to the output buffer*/ 

































m ark=  I;
}
}
}/**end of code_write function***/
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y e * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * *  
************************************************************************
—The following program implements the JPEG baseline *********************’** 
—decoder which includes: *************************
** j Huffman decodin*’ ****************************
** o Run Length decodin,T ****************************
** 3 . Multiplication by JPEG scaling matrix *********************** **












extern unsigned int dc_code_word[!3]: 
extern unsigned char dc_code_word_length[13]: 
extern unsigned int ac_code_word[17][12]: 
extern unsigned char ac_code_word_length[17][12]: 










unsigned int category_values[65]: 
unsigned int ac_category_values[65]: 
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void open_files(): 
void memory _alloc0:
v o i d  t r a n s i t i o n _ t ab l e _ d cO t  /* func t i on  to generate
table for DC categories */
void transition_table_ac(): I* function to generate transition












unsigned char temp.code_bufferl.code_buffer2: 
unsigned int code_track;
/********************************************
Open compressed file and get the image width 














t r a n s i t i o n
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/* Culling the subprogram for Huffman codes*/
CODE_LIST(); /*extemal function*/
/* Allocating memory */
memory_alloc():
/*The following function generates transition table for dc values*/
for(i=0:i<12:i++) 
grey_dc|i]=i+l:/* index 0 will not work in transition table*/
transition_table_dc():
/*The following function generates transition table for ac value*/ 
transition_table_ac():
/* The following function decodes the compressed blocks by aid 
of DC and AC transition tables*/
output();
/* closing files function*/ 
close_fiIes():






Calling subprogram for dequantization 
and I DCT
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /  
IQUZO:
}/*end of main program*/ 
/a**************************/
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if( (in_file = fopen(”jpeg.img'7’rb")) =  NULL)
{
printt'C Can't open file 'jpeg.img'\n”): 
exit(l):
}
if((huff_fp= fopen("huff.imc",Mw")) =  NULL)
{
printfC Can't open file 'huff.img'\n”): 
exit( 1):
}
}/*end of open function*/
/************************** 
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}/*end of memory allocation function*/




unsigned int cod_track; 
short i.j;
new_state=l:
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else





}/*end of dc transition table function*/
I***.**.***********.*******.*********************************


















}/*end of ac transition table function*/
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^**««**********************************************************
The following function decodes the compressed blocks






for(dl=0:dl < blocks :dl++)
1
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if(i == 0) /* decode the first bvie as DC value*/
{









printf(" error in dc code generation\n"); 
exit(. 1);
\
}/*end of if i==0 */ 
if(i != 0)
{




/♦getting the length of zeros and the 
corresponding category*/
retum_zerolength_and_ac_cat(i):
/* checking for End Of Block */






/* checking if zerojength is greater than 15*/ 
if(ac_ ca teg o ry _ v a lu es[k _ in d ex )= = 0  && 
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}/* if table < 0  */
else if(tuble_ac[state 1 [head]=-1000)
{
printf(" error in AC code generationNn"): 
exit(I);
}
}/*end of i != 0 */




cod_buffer=fgetc (i n_fi le); 
bit_count=0:
}
}/*while bit count loop*/
y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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fprintf(huff_fp," % d\n" .run[i]);
}/*end of rowwise blocking*/ 
}/*end of columnwise blocking*/
}/*end of output function*/
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y* *********************************************
function to get the dc value from the tables 
using the category .sign bit and and next bits























/♦getting the actual value of dc*/
for(k=0;k < dc_category;k*H*)
{
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DC_BUFFER » =  1;
}/*k loop*/
DC_BUFFER » =  (l5-dc_category):
if(sign=0)




}/*end of get_dc_value function*/ 
/*************************************************** 





zero_length[k_index]=((grey_ac[i]-1 )-ac_category_va!ues[k Jndex |)/1
}/*end of retum_zerolength_ac_category function*/
/ I * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
function to get the actual AC value 
**************************************/




cod_buffer » = 1 : 
bit_count++:
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/*gettinu the actual AC value */
fortI=f>:1 < ac_catecory_values[k_index]:l-r-*-)
{











AC.BUFFER » = I :
}/*l loop*/
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function that generates transition table for ac values





cod_track=ac_eode_\vord[ i ] [j I:
for(k=l: k <= ac_code_wordJen2 th[i][jj:k++)
{











state=table_ac [state I [head]:
cod_track»=i:
}/*k loop *1
tabie_ac[state] [head]=-grey_ac[index j: 
index++;
}/*end of generate_ac_tabie*/
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^* ************************ ********************************** j**********:,***
«** * ******** *̂ *̂ #jn>n****ac*»**>ic ********************************** *********
** This subprogram implements dequantizution by multiplying by **************
** JPEG quantization matrix, get the original block pixeis by ipc^***************











extern unsigned char n,bIocks.scalor: 




void dctl (short n.short m.float *xr.float *xrs.float *CX.unsigned int *L); 
void butterfly(short n.short m.float *xrs.float *CX): 
void bit_reverse(unsigned int *L.short n.short m.float *xrs): 
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/* open file to read the quantized coefficients*/
if( (in_file = fopenf'huffimsfV 'r")) == NULL)
{




if( (fp= fopenCback.ime’Vwb")) =  NULL)
{






xr=(fIoat *)malloc((n+l )*sizeof(float)); 




yro=(unsigned char *)malloc((n+l )*(n+l )*sizeof( unsigned char)); 
yro_sign=( char * )malloc((n+1 )*(n+I )*sizeof{ char)); 
L=(unsigned int *)malloc(n*sizeof(unsigned int));
/I****************************************
generating LUT for cosine factors 
****************************************/
k=0;
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A=(k&MASK) » i :
A « = j :
C l=A:
MASK=MASK «  1:
}
L|kJ=C:
}j *** ****** * * **** * ******* ****** *
JPEG scaling matrix 
********************************/
A S[ i ][ 1 ]= i 6.0:AS[ 1 ][2]=11.0:AS( 1 ][3]=10.0:AS[I][4]=17.0:AS[1][5]=24.0: 











AS[7] [ 1 ]=49.0: AS[7] [2]=64.0:AS[7] [3]=78.0:AS[7] [4]=87.0:A$[7] [5]=103.0: 
AS[71[6]=I2I.0:AS[7][7]=120.0:AS[7][8]=I01.0:





AS[i-1 ][j-1 ]=scalor*0.5 * AS[i] [j]:
I
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R ead in g  th e  in p u t file  a s  b lo c k s  o f  S \S . m u ltip ly in g  each  by  q u an tiza tio n  
m a trix , tak in g  SxX ID C T  . an d  p u t th e  b lo ck s  to g e th e r to p e rfo rm  the  final im age.
****************************** * *** * **** **** * *** ************ *** * * ** * 41 ******/
fo r(d l= U :d I  <  b lo c k s  :d l+ + )
1
fo r(d 2 = 0 ;d 2  <  im a a e _ w id th  ; d 2 = d 2 + n )
{
/*  1. read in g  b lo c k s  o f  Xx8 */ 
fo r(i= 0 ;i <  n * n ;i+ + )
{
fs c a n f( in _ file ."% d " ,& te m p l) : 
y r[ i]= (f lo a t) te m p  I :
}
I* z ig zag  re o rd e rin g  fro m  1-D to  2-D*/ 
k= 0 ;
fo r(i= 0 :i <  n :i+ + )
{
m a rk = p o w ((d o u b !e )-1 .(d o u b le )i): 
fo r(c = i:c > = 0 :c --)
{




k + + ;
}
}
fo r(i= n ;i <  2 * n ;i+ + )
{
m a rk = p o w ((d o u b le )-1 .(d o u b le )i): 
fo r(c = n :c  >  i - n + l x —)
{
if (m a rk  <  0)
z ig [c -1 l [ i - c + 1 j= (d o u b le )y r[k ]:
e lse
z ig [ i-c + l I [c -11=( d o u b le  )yr[k{:
















y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
evaluating the 2-D IDCT from 
1-D IDCT using row column method 
***************************************/
/* I. row wise IDCT */ 










temp[i* n+j ] =xr|j]:
I
}
/* 2. column wise dct*/ 
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}/* i loop */
/* level shitting the signed pixels to unsigned pixels*/ 
for(i=0:i < n*n;i-H-){
yro[i]=yro_sign[ i 1+128;
/* make sure the pixel values are not exceeding 0-255 range */ 
if(yro[i] > 255) 
yro[i]=255: 




writting the recovered pixels to o/p file 
as blocks of 8x8 pixels.





fwrite(yro+i*n.n*sizeof(unsigned char). I .fp): 
Ioco=loco+image_width;
}
}/*end of rowwise blocking*/ 
}/*end of columnwise blocking*/ 
/* closing input and output files*/ 
fclose(in_file): 
fwlose(fp);
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The following function implements the inverse 1-D DCT 
( flowgruph figure 3.3 by going backwards)










calling bit reversing function 
 .1 * /
bit_reverse(L.n.m.xrs):
/*-------------------------------------------------------------------
calling butterfly function to evaluate butterflies at each stage
butterfly(n.m.xrs.CX):
/*----------------------------------------
rearranging the order of input sequence




























for(i = j;i < n: i=i+Ie)
ip=i+lel:
xrs[ipl=xrs[ip]/u:






}/* i loop */
}/* j loop */ 
k=k+lel:
}/* 1 loop */
}/* end of butterfly function*/
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/* .......................
2.bit reversing function 
  *1
void bit_reverse(unsigned int *L.short n.short m.float *xrs) 
{
unsigned int j.k.i: 
unsigned int *flag: 
float buff:
/* allocating memory for flag */ 
flag=( unsigned int *)calIoc(n*sizeof(unsigned int)):
for(i=0:i<n:i++)
{











1.adding the odd components function
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{
for(k=n/2-l; k > - l:k--)
I
index=2*k:
















}/* 1 loop */




for(i=0; i < st3 :i++)
{











}/* end of subtract function*/
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Appendix C
JPEG Compression Algorithm For Colour Images
Programs Listings
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***************************¥*************%***********************«*****«
*** The following program is the implementation of the first part **************** 
*** of the of JPEG bxseline coder for colour images size of 256x256 ************ 
*** and 24 bits/pixel in R-G-B binary format. In this program the ************** 
*** R-G-B channels are extracted and one luminance and two **************** 
*** chrominance channels are generated using the set of equations ***************** 
*** (4.8). Each channel is compressed separately using the programs *************** 
*** listing in Appendix B. **********************
************************************************************************








short image_width,n.m.blocks.scalorxomponent.d Ld2: 
unsigned char kk:
static unsigned char yr[195]: 
static unsigned char yr_R[65]: 
static unsigned char yr_G[65]: 




void extract_R_G_B(): /* function to get R-G-B from image*/ 
void generate_Y_Cb_Cr()t/* function to generate luminance
and chrominance channels*/ 
void DCT(): /* External function to convert each channel
into DCT domain and apply quantization on DCT coeff.*/ 
void CODE_LIST(): /* External function that contains the Huffman code tables for
luminance and chrominance channels */ 
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/* open files function “/ 




yr_Y=( float *)maIIoc((n+l )*(n+l )*sizeof(float)): 
yr_I=( float *)malIoc((n+l)*(n+l )*sizeof(float)): 
yr_Q=(float *)maIIoc((n+l )*(n+l )*sizeof(float)):
I ********** *** * * ***** * * ***** * ** *
Dividing the image into blocks
for(dl=0:dl < blocks :dl++)
1






fread(yr+i;*3*n. 3*n*sizeof(unsi gned char). I.in_file):
loc=loc+(long)(3*image_width):
}
^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
function to extract R-G*3 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
extract_R_G_B():
function to generate the luminance and chrominance 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
ge ne rate_Y_Cb_Cr():
}/*end of rowwise blocking*/ 
}/*end of columnwise blocking*/
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j  * *  * * * * * * * *  * *  DC * X. *  V *  *  * * « *  **1(1 HI** *  Ml * * * * * *  *
Compressing Y. Cb. Cr separately









}/*end of main program"1/ 
/********************************
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * *  * * * * * *
function to open input and output files






printf{" Enter the input file name 
scanf("9fcs”.file_name):
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it'( r in j i lc  = n>pen<tile_name ,''rb">)= NL'LL) 
{





m=( intMlog M)((double)n)/log ] t>((doubie)2.0)+0.5):
if (( fp_Y=fopen("Y.img"."w”)) == NULL)
{
printfC Can’t open output file \n”): 
exitt 1):
}
if (( fp_I=fopenCCb.img\"w")) =  NULL)
1
printt'C Can't open output file \n"): 
exit( I ):
)
if (( fp_Q=fopenCCr.imgVw'*)) =  NULL)
{
printt'C Can't open output file \n"): 
exit( I ):
}
}/* end of open_file function*/
y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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yr_G[iJ=f unsigned oha.ruyr[k |k 
k++:












yr_I[i]=-0.168*(float)yr_R[il-0.331 *(float)yr_G(i I+0.5*(float)yr_B| i|+12S: 
fprintf(fp_I."%f\n".yrJ [i ]):
yr_Q[i]=0.5*(float)yr_R[i j-0.4186*( float)yr_Gl i]-( >-0X 13*(f!oat)yr_B| i]+12X; 
fprintf(fp_Q."%t\n".yr_Q[il):
}
}/*end of function Y_Cb_Cr*/
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x x x * « « x * x * * x « x jc x x x « x * * * x x x * * « x * * * * * ¥ * x * * * * * * x x x * x * x * * x x « « x x * x x x « * x x * * * x x
*■** The following program is the implementation of the last part ••*»****»***«*
*** of the JPEG baseline decoder for colour images size of 256x256 ********** **
*** and 24 bits/pixel in R-G-B binary format. In this program the **************
*** reconstructed Y-Cb-Cr are used to generate R-G-B channels *************
mmm using the set of equations (4.9). The programs in Appendix B *********** **
*** that decodes the monochrome image are used prior to this program ********* **
*** to decode Y-Cb-Cr ****************
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * j
! * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
function for generating R_G_B







/* ensuring that rounding errors will not cause 
the values to exceed the range 0-255 */
buffer_R=yr_YIiI+(double)I.402*(yr_Q[i]-l28.0):
if( buffer_R > 255.0) 
yr_RLi]=255: 
else if( buffer_R < 0.0) 
yr_R[i]=0:
else if( buffer_R <= 255 && bufter_R >=0) 
yr_R[i]=(unsigned char) buffer_R;
buffer_G=yr_Y[i]-(double)0.344*(yr_I[i]-128.0)-(double)0.714*(yr_Q[i]-I28.0):
if( buffer_G > 255.0) 
yr_G[il=255: 
else if( bufter_G < 0.0) 
vr_G[i]=0:
else if( buffer_G <= 255 && buffer_G >=0) 
yr_G[i]=(unsigned char) buffer_G:
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buffer_B=yr_YIi]+{ double) 1.772*(yr_I[i]-12S.Ut;
if( buffcr_B > 255.0) 
yr_B[i 1=255: 
else iff buffer_B < 0.0) 
vr_B[i]=0:
else if( buffer_B <= 255 &&. but'fer_B >=0) 
vr_B[i]=(unsiiined char) buffer_B;
}
} /***end of function generate_R_G_B******/
/******************************* 




unsigned int color_buffer.uk; 
k=0;
for(i=0;i < n*n; i++)
{
yro[k]=( unsigned char)yr_R[i]; 
k++;





)/* end of function mix_R__G_B*/
/ f t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
function for writting the transformed data to a file
void write to file()
{






fwrite(yro+i*3*n.3*n*sizeof(unsigned char). 1 .outfile): 
Ioco=loco+(long)(3*image_width);
}
}/* end of write_to_file function*/
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